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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores women's experiences working in off-street prostitution venues in

Vancouver, BC The victimization experienced by street-based sex workers has led many

people to conclude that prostitution is inherently dangerous. However, street-based workers

form the minority of sex workers in Canada . The question remains, can their experiences be

generalized to other types of prostitution? Consequently, this thesis examines whether

female off-street sex workers face the same degree of victimization as female street-based

sex workers, and asks if the experience of prostitution always entails violence. The research

contained two components: a) a victimization survey examining interpersonal violence and

other forms of victimization of off-street sex workers (n=39); and b) in-depth interviews

with ten off-street sex workers exploring their working conditions, safety, stereotypes of

prostitution, and law reform (n=10). While violence and exploitation do occur in the off

street industry, this study indicates that some women sell sex without expenencmg any

violence.

Key words: sex work; violence; victimization; off-street; decriminalization.

Subject Terms: prostitution; research; law & legislation; Canada; prostitutes; conditions
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INTRODUCTION

Vancouver's Downtown East-Side (DTES) is notorious for drugs, prostitution and violence.

At least 69 women, most of whom were associated with the street-based sex industry, have

gone missing from this area since the late 1970s.1 Research reveals that up to 98% of women

who work on the streets of the DTES experience violence from clients, pimps and other sex

workers (Currie, Laliberte, Bird, Rosa, Noelle and Sprung, 1995; Lowman & Fraser, 1996;

Oer-Cunningham & Christensen, 2001). The high levels of violence reported by street

workers are not unique to Canada: researchers from other countries - including the United

States, England, The Netherlands and Sweden - have similarly concluded that street-based

sex workers are exposed to inordinately high levels of violence (Brewis & Linstead, 2000;

Kuo, 2002; Sanders, 2005; Working Group on the Legal Regulation of the Purchase of

Sexual Services, 2004).

While the victimization experienced by street- based sex workers around the world has led

some researchers to argue that prostitution is inherently dangerous (Dworkin, 1993; Farley,

2004; Raphael & Shapiro, 2004; Raymond, 2003), others assert that prostitution is not always

violent, and that criminalization produces working conditions that facilitate violence against

sex workers (Betteridge, 2005; Bindrnan & Doezerna, 1997; Canadian illV/ AIDS Legal

Network, 2005; Kempadoo & Doezerna, 1998; Lewis, Maticka-Tyndale, Shaver & Gillies,

2005; Lowman, 2005; Network of Sex Work Projects, n.d.; Pivot Legal Society, 2003;

Reckart, 2005).

I The latest Missing Women Poster maintained by the RQ.AP Joint task force for Missing Women has 69
names and pictures.
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The criminal law and its enforcement encourage violence against sex
workers, contribute to the continued low income of sex workers who have
few options but to work on the street because of their poverty and other
issues such as addictions, and increase those sex workers' risk of being
exposed to HIY. (Canadian HIV/ AIDS Legal Network, 2005, p.44)

Section 213 of the Criminal Code of Canada prohibits public cornmurncauon for the

purpose of prostitution. This section has garnered much criticism since its inception in 1985.

The Canadian HIV/ AIDS Legal Network concluded that the communicating provision has

done little to reduce street prostitution, and argued that the criminal status of prostitution,

"has contributed, both directly and indirectly, to the risk of violence and other health and

safety risks faced by sex workers in Canada" (2005, p. 45).

The commurucation provision aspIres to prevent the nwsance attributed to traffic and

loitering (Lowman, 1998); its purpose is to eliminate the public display of prostitution.

Lowman asserts that the nuisance-eradication approach has forced women to work in

isolated, poorly lit, areas of Vancouver. The communication provision has had the

unintended effect of reducing street-based sex workers' negotiating powers: in order to avoid

potential criminal charges, street sex workers must enter vehicles quickly and accept clients

without first coming to an agreement about the services to be provided and the costs of the

transaction (Lewis, Maticka- Tyndale, Shaver, and Gillies, 2005; Davis, 1994). Lowman (2000)

argues that the nuisance philosophy behind the communication provision has contributed to

escalating violence rates for street- based sex workers:

It appears that the discourse on prostitution of the early 1980's dominated by
demands to "get rid" of prostitutes created a social milieu in which violence
against prostitutes could flourish. (p.18)
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Many people and organizations around the world have called for the decriminalization of the

sex industry to ameliorate working conditions and improve safety for sex workers. Some of

the international organizations which support decriminalization include the World Health

Organization (WHO), the International Labor Organization (ILO), Amnesty International,

Human Rights Watch, Anti-Slavery International and the Global Alliance Against

Trafficking in Women (GAATW). Two Canadian legal organizations have recently

undertaken in-depth analyses of the effects of prostitution laws on the health and safety of

sex workers (Pivot Legal Society, 2003; Pivot Legal Society, 2006; Canadian HIV/ AIDS

Legal Network, 2005). Both concluded that decriminalization is necessary to reduce the

violence experienced by sex workers.

In opposition to this view, radical feminists argue that the act of prostitution is itself an

example of violence against women, and should be abolished. To this end they seek to

criminalize the sale of sex on the grounds that "prostituted women" are victims, and they

support criminally prohibiting both procuring and sex purchasing (Dworkin, 1993; Farley,

2004; Raphael & Shapiro, 2004; Raymond, 2003). The claim that prostitution is violence

against women is partly political - radical feminists deny that women ever "consent" to

prostitute - and partly empirical: they assert that all prostitutes are victims of violence. It is

this latter claim that my thesis sets out to investigate.

Given that researchers consistently report high violence rates in street-based prostitution, the

act of selling sex via the street is clearly dangerous. But are rates of violence in other parts of

the industry the same?

In order to assess the validity of the feminist argument that prostitution is
dangerous, we must establish the extent to which these hazards exist and the
extent to which they are linked to the commoditization of sex. Only then can

3



we assess whether or not they can be used to justify the posItIon that
prostitution should be eliminated and prostitutes rehabilitated for their own
good. (Shaver, 1988, p. 84)

Approximately 80% of the sex industry in Be occurs cffstreet (Benoit & Millar, 2001;

Lowman, 2005, Pivot Legal Society, 2006). Weitzer (2000) cautions that, "when it comes to

prostitution, the most serious blunder is that of equating all prostitution with street

prostitution, ignoring entirely the indoor side of the market" (p. 4). Data from research

conducted with street- based sex workers may not be generalizable across the industry. At

present, we do not have a comprehensive understanding of the experience of sex workers in

different parts of the off-street commercial sex industry. Do women providing in-call and

out-call services experience the same degree of victimization as street- based workers? Do in-

call and out-call workers experience the same degree of risk of victimization? Is the

experience of prostitution always an experience of violence? Can women sell sex without

experiencing violence?

To begin exploring women's experiences of violence in off-street prostitution, my thesis

focuses on women working in massage parlours, escort agencies, or independently out of

their own homes in Vancouver, BC There were two components to this research: a) a

victimization survey examining interpersonal violence and other harmful activities, such as

theft and client refusals to wear condoms; and b) in-depth interviews with ten off-street sex

workers exploring themes such as working conditions, safety, stereotypes of prostitution,

and law reform.

The project is concerned with the exchange of sexual services for remuneration by ronsenting

adults. Because the term "sex work" may include erotic massage, exotic dancing, telephone
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sex operations, escorting, domination services, and pornography as well as prostitution, I use

the term "prostitution" to refer to direct-contact sexual services performed for

remuneration. I use the term 'sex worker" to refer to the people who sell these sexual

• 2
services,

2 See Bindman & Doezema (1997) for a discussion regarding termin ology.
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CHAPTER ONE: RESEARCH ON VIOLENCE

In order to understand the theoretical discourse on sex work in Canada, the first part of this

chapter is divided into three parts: politics, laws pertaining to prostitution, and research . The

first section discusses the political dichotomy which has framed much prostitution research:

abolitionism versus decriminalization. I then briefly discuss the existing legal structure of the

industry, the negative impacts of prostitution laws in Canada and the recent conclusions of

the Parliamentary Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws. The research segment focuses on

existing Canadian research on sex work, and pays particular attention to research conducted

in British Columbia and the off-street sector of the industry. Next, I highlight the most

relevant research from two other jurisdictions: England and the United States. The chapter

concludes with a discussion of gaps in Canadian prostitution research.

Politics

The two dominant perspectives that frame prostitution research are the radical feminist

abolition perspective which holds that prostitution is violence against women, and the

feminist occupational perspective which holds that consenting adult prostitution is a form of

work and should be decriminalized. While other views on women's engagement in the sex

industry exist, the bulk of academic literature is centered on the two aforementioned

perspectives. In this section, I describe the main contours of this highly polarized debate,

and I outline the challenges and ethical considerations facing prostitution researchers.

6



The Radical-Feminist Perspective on Prostitution.

According to radical feminism, prostitution in and of itself is an abuse of a woman's body.

Viewed as a product of patriarchy, prostitution is universally harmful to women.' Typifying

this view, Dworkin (1993) asserts that, " .. . prostitution comes from male dominance, not

from female nature. It is a political reality that exists because one group of people has and

maintains power over another group of people" (p.Z), Consequently, radical feminists like

Raphael and Shapiro (2004) urge us to label the men who buy sex as "barterers" instead of

"clients," regardless of whether they commit violence against women: they consider buying

sex to be an act of violence.

Radical feminists assert that no woman would choose prostitution if she had realistic

alternatives (MacKinnon, 1989; Simmons, 1999). Raymond (2003) argues that because of her

poverty, " ... rather than consent, a prostituted woman more accurately complies to the only

options available to her" (para.43). Further, Raymond maintains that women's choices to

work in the sex industry should be understood in the same way women's choices to remain

in abusive relationships are understood:

When a woman remains in an abusive relationship with a partner who batters
her, or even when she defends his actions, concerned people don't say she is
there voluntarily. They recognize the complexity of her compliance. Like
battered women, women in prostitution often deny their abuse if provided
with no meaningful alternatives. (sect. 9, para . 7)

In this way, radical feminists consider any distinction between forced and voluntary

prostitution to be erroneous.

3 See also Cole (1987) ; Dworkin (1987); Farley, (2004); Raphael& Shapiro (2004); Raymond (2003).
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Recently, radical feminists have begun to report information about violence rates and

experiences in off-street prostitution. Raphael & Shapiro (2004) explored the experiences of

over 200 female sex workers in Chicago. Approximately half of the participants had some

off-street experience. Raphael & Shapiro concluded that while the rates for violence were

higher outdoors, the existence of violence indoors provides evidence that, " ... women across

all prostitution venues are often victims of violence" (p.126). Further, they concluded that

indoor prostitution should not be, " ... depict]ed]... as harmless, consensual entertainment"

(p.126). Farley (2004), upon surveying five research projects" and her own research involving

854 people in nine countries, suggests that, "Sexual violence and physical assault are the

norm for women in all types of prostitution" (p.1094). Both Farley and Raphael & Shapiro

argue that women are not "safer" when working indoors. Further, Raphael & Shapiro

suggest that research shows, " ... women in indoor prostitution have less control over the

conditions of their lives and probably face greater risks of exploitation, enslavement and

physical harm" (p.llOl).

Radical feminists are adamant that prostitution be abolished. They seek to abolish it by

focusing on demand: they lobby for the criminalization of men who purchase sexual services

and third parties who assist prostitution (pimps, owners/ operators of agencies, etc.). Radical

feminists oppose criminalizing the "victims" of prostitution (the women who sell sexual

services) directly.

"The projects referred to are: Nernoto, Operario, Takenaka, Iwamoto, and Le (2003); Raymond, D'Cunha et al..
(2002); Parriott (1994); Miller (1995) and Vanwesenbeek (1994).
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Sex Workers' Rights and the Occupational Perspective

Many sex workers contest radical feminist claims about sex work. COYOTE (Call Off Your

Old Tired Ethics) was one of the first prostitution rights organizations to become politically

active and call for the acknowledgement of human rights for sex workers and

decriminalization of the adult consensual sex industry. Organizations such as the Network

for Sex Work Projects (NSWP) have brought together individuals and groups from different

countries to fight for the rights of sex workers internationally. Their principle demands are

the decriminalization of prostitution and the extension to sex workers basic human rights,

such as employment and health rights. The "sex as work" perspective offered by sex workers

has been taken up by many feminists and other critically-oriented academics including:

Benoit & Millar (2001); Brockert et al. (2003); Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006); Lewis &

Maticka-Tyndale (2000); and Shaver (2005b).

The occupational perspective suggests that the conditions of work are responsible for

differential rates of violence in different types of prostitution (Kempadoo & Doezema, 1998;

NSWP, n.d.). Advocates of decriminalization argue that criminal prohibition creates the

conditions in which violence and exploitation flourish, especially on the street. They claim

that, due to the illegalityof prostitution, sex workers are typically not able to seek recourse in

the event of unsafe working conditions, acts of violence, and various forms of exploitation

(NSWP, n.d.). In effect, criminal laws prohibiting prostitution serve to " ... justify violence

against those who work in [the] industry" (NSWP, n.d.).'

5 See also D itmore (1999); Betteridge (2005); Lowman (2000); Benoit & Millar (2001); Bruckert et al. (2003).
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In 1997, with decriminalization in mind, Bindman & Doezema (1997) produced a legal

analysis suggesting ways to incorporate sex work under various international statutes. In

2005, the Canadian HIV/ AIDS Legal Network published an extensive review of the effects

of the criminal prostitution laws on the health and safety of sex workers in Canada. In 2003,

Pivot Legal Society, after consulting 82 sex workers and two business owners, produced a

report on the working situations of Vancouver sex workers. In 2006, Pivot Legal Society

published a legal analysis of the issues that would need to be addressed should prostitution

be decriminalized in Canada. These four major legal analyses concluded that the

decriminalization of prostitution is a necessary step in reducing the harms associated with

prostitunon.

The issue of human agency is of primary importance for both sex workers' rights activists

and researchers who bring an occupational perspective to the study of sex work. 6 Against

radical feminism, they firmly believe that adults are capable of consenting to exchange sex

for money. They suggest that the radical feminist denial of choice is simplistic and

paternalistic.

Any theory that denies agency retards the changes in patriarchal social
structure of which feminism strives, because it denies the existence of an
entity to attack those structures. Women are seen as the primary and
necessary agents of change. Feminists relegate sex workers to the status of
objects: seen to be violently manipulated and wrought into passivity and
acquiescence. (Kempadoo, 1998, p.9)

Ditmore (1999) argues that while the decision to prostitute is often made out of economic

necessity, simply because an individual makes a politically or morally unpopular choice is no

reason to deny his/her ability to make it:

6 See Doezema (2002) & Kempadoo & Doezema (1998) for further discussion about agency.
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Prostitution is a viable occupation that provides income to sex workers and
their families. I caution against the assumption that if something is repugnant
to some people, no one else should be allowed to do it. Sex work is not
inherently degrading or a violation of a woman's human rights simply
because the work is distasteful to some. Many people opt for sex work
because it is less degrading, better paying and provides more freedom than
other available options (E.g., work in export processing zone factories).
(para. 8)

Sex workers' rights activists insist that violence is not an inherent component of prostitution,

but is largely a result of legal regimes and working conditions. They maintain that sex

workers should not be held responsible for the violence committed against them, and that

the existence of violence does not mean that it is inevitable: instead it points to the need for

greater protection for sex workers.

Problems with the Polarization of Debate

Recently, authors such as Weitzer (2005) have characterized the debate on prostitution as

unnecessarily polarized and overly simplistic. He suggests that when either the radical

feminists or the "sex as work" theorists use extreme examples as evidence for their

positions, they ignore the complexity of the issues and the heterogeneity of the experiences

of people in prostitution. He is particularly critical of radical feminist "absolutism" and

argues that its protagonists use "ideological blinders" to interpret research findings in a way

that supports their political position. Weitzer makes much the same criticism of authors who

"romanticize" sex work by ignoring the violence and exploitation occurring in parts of the

industry.

Benoit & Shaver (2006) and Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006) argue the current polarization of

the debate is not helpful to the individuals involved in prostitution, researchers or policy

11



makers. Benoit & Shaver state, "The dichotomy is flawed, not only because it excludes the

middle ground, but also because it fails to reflect the complex heterogeneity between [sex

workers] at any point in time and across place" (2006, para.18). They urge researchers and

other academics to move beyond the traditional debate and delve deeper into the working

situations of the people working in the sex industry (PWSI), especially to address their

health, we11- being and social exclusion.

In order to conduct an adequate analysis of the Canadian sex industry, we
need to first name prostitution as work (recognizing that, like any other
work, it has the potential for exploitation), grant agency to PWSI, and then
study it within the working and non-working contexts of their lives. (para.l8)

Of course, Benoit & Shaver remain firmly committed to the sex-as-work perspective, in

which case their call to "name prostitution as work" does not really move us beyond the

current debate, as this is precisely the point at which abolitionists cannot agree.

Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006) urge researchers to include sex workers' voices and opinions

prior to developing theory in order to ensure that theory is grounded in sex workers'

experiences . They describe much current theory as oppressive to sex workers:

There is a hegemonic discourse around sex work. It is a discourse that
dominates any understanding of the lives of sex workers or the realities they
face. Furthermore, it judges sex workers, reinforces their pathological
stigmatization and, even in attempts to portray the sex worker as "victim,"
infantilizes her, denies her of agency and is contextual in explanation. Our
claim is that sex workers themselves are the experts on their lives, and that,
before making proclamations on the "why," "how" and "where" of sex work,
all academics, journalists and policy makers really need to talk to these
workers. (para.2)

Finally, these advocates of the sex-as-work perspective deplore the portrayal of prostitution

as a universal experience. They insist that research must allow for the diversity of sex-work

experiences and caution researchers to avoid making generalizations across the industry.

12



Methodological Concerns facing Prostitution Researchers

As the sex industry is largely underground, researchers face challenges accessing potential

research participants.' Researchers generally rely on non-generalizable sampling methods

generating self-selected, snowball and purposive samples, all of which produce samples that

limit the statistical generalizability of the findings of the projects. The use of non-probability

sampling methods is not particularly problematic in and of itself. However, Weitzer (2005)

suggests that problems develop when researchers use such data to make sweeping assertions

about the experience of prostitution in general. He asserts that, " ... reliance on

unrepresentative samples is widespread... " (p. 938) in this field of inquiry and that volunteer

bias is rarely addressed. Weitzer explains that when researchers include only individuals from

the most vulnerable segment of the industry (street workers) or when researchers interview

sex workers who have been incarcerated, the resulting data should not be used to represent

off-street sex workers and those who have not been incarcerated.

While a large scale, probabilistic form of research is needed, it is not feasible (Shaver, 2005b) .

Currently, there exist only small-scale individual projects that are difficult to compare.

Because each project uses its own definitions, parameters and sampling method, divergent

results may be methodological artifacts. Self-report data are often treated with suspicion,

particularly when itdoes not conform to traditional opinion about sex workers and violence.

Nevertheless, when it comes to sex work, we have to make do with non-probabilistic

sampling techniques because of the illegality of prostitution and sex workers' concerns about

confidentiality.

7 See Lever & Kanouse (1998).
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Both Weitzel' (2005) and Shaver (2005b) argue that future research should explore the

diversity of prostitution experiences and compare them to other kinds of service work.

Shaver encourages researchers to compare findings across different forms of labour, while

Weitzel' suggests that comparison groups of similarly situated, non-sex-working individuals

would assist in determining such things as whether there is a significantly higher rate of

family violence for individuals in the sex industry as compared to those not involved in

prostItutiOn.

Several recent Canadian studies have sought to address some of these concerns by exploring

people's experiences working in different segments of the sex industry. Projects include the

works of organizations such as Pivot Legal Society (2006), and authors such as Benoit &

Millar (2001), Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006), Lewis, Maticka- Tyndale, Shaver & Shramm

(2005), and Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille (2003). These studies demonstrate the importance

of consulting people from the various sectors of the sex industry as the experience of selling

sex can vary greatly. However, prior to discussing the findings, it is important to describe the

legal status of prostitution in Canada.

Criminaland Civil Laws Pertaining to Prostitution

The criminal law has created a pseudo-legal structure for the Canadian commercial sex

industry. While the act of prostitution as such is legal, many of the acts that facilitate

prostitution are criminalized.i Section 210 of the Criminal Code of Canada prohibits owning,

operating or working in a bawdy-house (commonly known as a brothel). Section 211

prohibits individuals from "transporting" potential clients to bawdy houses. Section 212, the

S See Append ix A for a reproduction of the Criminal Code sections.
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"pimping" section, prohibits third parties from "enticing" individuals to become prostitutes;

it attempts to prevent third parties from obtaining customers for sex workers; it generally

bars anyone from aiding another person to engage in prostitution, and prohibits "living on

the avails" of the prostitution of another person. Section 212 also prohibits purchasing sex

from anyone less than 18 years of age. Finally, section 213 prohibits public communication

for the purpose of prostitution.

In addition to the criminal law, various municipal by-laws regulate the off-street industry.

For example, Vancouver's by-laws prohibit businesses from offering "nude encounters",

"out-call body massage services" and "erotic telephone calls.?" Body rubs are prohibited if

done on an out-call basis, but are permitted if conducted in accordance with the Body-Rub

License. Vancouver's By-law # 4450 outlines how Body Rub Parlours, Social Escort services,

and other Health Enhancement Centers may operate. Prostitution is specifically prohibited

in each of the licenses except the Body Rub Parlour license.'? Coincidentally, the cost for the

Body Rub License is $7,891 annually while the other licenses range from $198 to $758

annually.

The Negative Effects of Canadian Prostitution Law

The effect of the Canadian prostitution laws has been a topic of concern among activists,

politicians and academics from the 1980s on. In 2003, the Federal government struck a

Subcommittee to review the criminal laws relating to prostitution. At the Parliamentary

hearings, academics and activists presented information detailing the impact of the laws on

the safety and health of sex workers. Jacqueline Lewis, Eleanor Maticka-Tyndale, Frances

9 See Cityof Vancouver By-Law # 5156.
10 See Pivot Legal Society (2006) for a discussion of the municipal laws.
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Shaver and Kara Gillies outlined a number of negative effects of the existing laws.

Specifically, they explained that sex workers must contravene the Criminal Code in order to

stay safe while working. They argued that the provisions relating to bawdy-houses

criminalize the safest venue for sex workers. Lewis et al.. (2005) discussed the findings from

their various research projects as evidence that specific strategies which serve to increase

safety for sex workers, such as the use of drivers or working with a partner, are prohibited by

law. Furthermore, they suggested that criminalizing "communication" per s. 213 of the

Criminal Code has contributed to violence against street sex workers as they cannot openly

negotiate the terms of an exchange with a potential client prior to entering his vehicle.

John Lowman presented his findings and recommendations to the Subcommittee in 2005.

He explained that the communication provision has forced sex workers to work in

geographically isolated areas thereby increasing their vulnerability to violence. He attributes

the high rates of murder of street- based sex workers to this displacement strategy. Lowman

observes that while approximately 80% of the sex industry in Canada is located off-street,

the vast majority of criminal offences are related to street prostitution. This legal hypocrisy

has created a two-tiered system of prostitution where unseen work is not subject to criminal

law while visible sex work is heavily targeted. He concludes with the recommendation that

the government decriminalize prostitution and determine " ... where and under what

circumstances sex workers can meet their clients and conduct their business" (p.lO).

In, "Beyond Decriminalization: Sex Work, Human Rights and a New Framework for Law

Reform" Pivot Legal Society undertook a thorough examination of the legal questions that

would arise in the event of decriminalization. Pivot explored the various areas of law that

would corne into play, and described the current municipal prostitution by-law provisions in
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force in Vancouver. Pivot's overall recommendation is that adult consenting prostitution be

treated as a legitimate business and be regulated by statutes pertaining to employment,

health, welfare, zoning, etc. During the 2005 Parliamentary hearings, Pivot urged the

government to decriminalize prostitution and exempt individuals and small cooperatives

from the municipal licensing provisions to allow home- based prostitution businesses.

The Subcommittee published its final report in December of 2006 (Standing Committee on

Justice and Human Rights, 2006). The final report recognized that the existing prostitution

laws are unacceptable:

After reviewing the criminal laws pertaining to prostitution... members agree
that the status quo is unacceptable. The social and legal framework pertaining
to adult prostitution does not effectively prevent and address prostitution or
the exploitation and abuse occurring in prostitution, nor does it prevent or
address harms to communities. This framework must therefore be reformed
or reinforced. (Chap. 7, para.7)

Rather than make specific recommendations for law reform, the Subcommittee urged the

government to conduct more research into various aspects of the commercial sex industry

prior to any legislative reform.

The Subcommittee's report garnered responses from many of the groups and individuals

who participated in the parliamentary hearings. The Canadian HIV/ AIDS Legal Network

criticized the committee for failing to stay within its mandate to review the prostitution laws

with the goal of improving the safety of sex workers (2007, 1). The Network argued that the

committee focused on issues of child sexual exploitation and trafficking instead of dealing

with the issues of violence against sex workers and the health concerns for sex workers. The

Network berated the Subcommittee for ignoring the human rights of sex workers:
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The Subcommittee's devaluation of human rights is unacceptable and
undermines the idea that all people in Canada are deserving of equal respect
and dignity. Rather than seeing the fulfillment of human rights as a baseline
standard to be met by all Canadian laws, the report characterizes human
rights- particularly those of sex workers- as just one "philosophy" of sex
work. (2007, 1)

While organizations such as the Network criticized the government for becoming engaged in

the political debate around consent and exploitation of women at the expense of dealing

with the harmful impacts of the laws, some radical feminist groups have applauded the

minority, Conservative position. Vancouver Rape Relief and Women's Shelter, a staunch

advocate of the abolitionist perspective, congratulated the Conservative government for

" ... appropriately question[ing] the idea of consent and harmlessness in prostitution and

accurately see[ing] prostitution as a form of violence" (2006).

Research

While there are numerous academic studies of the sex industry, the off-street sector has only

recently been the target of research. Historically, in Canada and elsewhere, prostitution

research has focused on the experiences of street-based sex workers. The following review is

divided into two main components: street-based sex work in British Columbia, and off-street

sex work. The off-street research includes data from Be, the rest of Canada, England, and

the US.

Street-based Sex Work in British Columbia, Canada

While this thesis seeks to explore the off-street sex industry, it is necessary to provide a

cursory examination of the most directly relevant studies into street- based sex work. A brief
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review will allow for comparison between victimization faced by street- based and off-street

sex workers. The review is limited to research conducted in Be.

Currie, Laliberte, Bird, Rosa, and Sprung looked at 85 women's experiences working from

the streets of Vancouver in 1995. They found that 99% of the women had been victims of

violence with 97% of the respondents indicating that they had experienced more than one

form of violence. 98% of the respondents reported that they had been victimized by a client

while working in the sex industry, 66% of the women had experienced violence from a client

at least twice in the preceding six months . Approximately half of their respondents contacted

police after a violent date with a client. Almost all of the respondents (94%) had used

alcohol or drugs in the past six months. Only nine percent of the respondents had

completed high-school.

In 1996, Lowman & Fraser published a report exploring the experiences of violence for sex

workers in Be. The study included: interviews with sex workers, service providers, and

police officers; news accounts of violence against sex workers; and the results from two

anonymous surveys- one conducted in 1993 by local service agencies and the other

conducted by Lowman & Fraser in 1994. Lowman & Fraser compared the victimization

rates of street-based sex workers in different areas of Vancouver. Instead of asking if the

participants had eier experienced any victimization while working in the sex industry,

Lowman & Fraser asked how many "bad dates" (incidents involving some form of violence)

were likely to occur out of every 100 dates. The average number of "bad dates" experienced

by the respondents was seven for every hundred clients for those who worked "high track"

and fifteen for every hundred clients for those who worked on the Downtown East-side.
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In 2001, Oer-Cunningham and Christensen published their research concemmg the

experiences of 183 street-based sex workers in Vancouver. Oer-Cunningham & Christensen

focused their questions on Criminal Code provisions related to interpersonal violence. The

researchers also asked about experiences relevant to other forms of victimization, such as

harassment and client refusal to wear condoms. Oer-Cunningham and Christensen found

that while rates of violence were inordinately high for sex workers, other forms of

victimization, like harassment, were even more likely. They found that 83% of the

respondents had experienced harassment while working the streets of Vancouver.

Approximately 70% of the respondents reported that they had been threatened and 54% had

been robbed."

Off-Street Sex Work in British Columbia, Canada

Lowman & Fraser's (1996) study was administered to street- based sex workers and the focus

of the majority of the report is therefore on street-based prostitution. However, they also

asked respondents about their experiences working in off-street venues of prostitution, and

they were able to gather information on rates of violence, reporting practices and safety

strategies." Lowman & Fraser concluded that their respondents faced higher levels of

violence, and more serious violence, while working the streets of Vancouver. They also

found that sex workers were more concerned about safety and violence when they were

working on the street.

11 This study will be re-visited in Chapter 5 where I compare rates of victimization of street and off-street sex
workers.
12 Their results will be discussed i.n detail in the Chapter 5.
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Benoit & Millar conducted a large study of sex work in the Victoria area of Be in 200l.

Their work included both street level and off-street sex workers; however, they recruited

participants from contacts made by service providers and individuals connected to the street

level trade, which means that street-based workers were likely over-represented in the

sample. Benoit & Millar employed a "sex-as-work" perspective to examine prostitution as a

form of labour rather than as a criminal activity. While the demographic characteristics of

their participants and violence rates will be examined in more detail in Chapter 5, several key

points about the off-street industry in general deserve highlighting at this juncture.

Benoit & Millar fotmd that off-street workers are exploited in various ways. The participants

reported financial exploitation in the form of systems of fines (for such things as lateness),

the requirement to submit between 40 and 60% of earnings to the agency, and the need to

"tip" management, phone operators, and drivers. The participants reported varying levels of

control over whether they would accept a client and over what type of service they would

provide. People who worked indoors for an agency reported lower rates of control over the

number of clients seen in a shift than did those who worked independently, whether via the

street or in any other venue. Benoit and Millar did not report specific rates of violence, but

noted that, " ... almost all those interviewed for this study said that they had been exposed to

dangerous working conditions on at least one occasion" (p.SO). The participants reported

feeling much safer when working in off-street venues. Benoit & Millar found that clients

were the most likely source of violence against sex workers, and that sex workers were not

likely to report violence to the police. "Virtually all those interviewed expressed alienation

from the protective services of the police and expressed a reluctance to report violent

incidences or tum to the police for help" (p.54).
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In 2006, Pivot released a report echoing the findings from the Benoit & Millar project. Pivot

included the experiences of both street level and off-street sex workers from Vancouver in

their analysis, and highlighted the specific concems of workers in each venue. Violence was

the greatest concem for street- based workers. Pivot found that the fear of violence was one

of the biggest reasons that people turned to agencies for work they felt better protected

working for an agency than working alone. However, escorts reported that attending a client

at an unknown location (a significant part of the work) was a safety issue. For this reason,

some individuals chose to work in massage parlours. Massage parlour workers, however,

were shown to have a lower degree of control over their client and the services they

performed.

The participants ill the Pivot report acknowledged growmg pressure to provide certain

services (e.g., oral sex) without the protection of a condom - this was true of both escorts

and massage workers - and was attributed to the growing popularity of the "Girl-Friend

Experience" (GFE) in sex work. There was a general consensus among indoor workers that

disclosure of their identities to any govemment body would result in legal problems. Some

feared criminal repercussion if they reported exploitation to govemment-agencies such as

Employment Standards. Others feared personal repercussion if they disclosed that they were

being required to perform unsafe acts. Still others reported that it was not in their interests

to have an agency shut down because they would then be unemployed. Pivot found that

most sex workers were uninformed or misinformed about their legal rights.

Lowman, Atchison & Fraser completed an intemet-based study of 130 clients in 1997. Their

research is unique in Canada as it focused on the perspectives of clients rather than sex
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providers. They included a comparison group of non-sex buying men to determine if there

were any significant differences between the two groups.

Lowman, Atchison & Fraser (1997) found that massage parlours were the most popular

venue for clients, closely followed by escort agencies . Oients reported moderately high rates

of condom-use with 87% indicating that they always used condoms for vaginal intercourse

with a commercial sex partner. However, clients reported lower rates of condom use for oral

sex: approximately 50% of clients reported that they did not always use condoms when

receiving fellatio from a sex worker.

Oients reported low rates of violence against sex workers. The self-reported rates included:

3% robbery; 6.3% assault; 3.1% sexual assault; and 8.7% forcible confinement of a sex

worker. Less than 11% of respondents stated that they had verbally abused sex workers . In

comparing the sex-buyers with the non-buyers, Lowman, Atchison & Fraser (1997) found

that those who bought sex had more positive views of sex workers. They concluded that the

majority of sex-buyers do not commit violence against sex workers, and that a minority of

clients commit most of the violence.

Other Canadian Research into the Off-street Sex Industry

Bruckert, Parent & Robitaille conducted interviews with 14 women working in-call venues in

Toronto and Montreal in 2003. The project was undertaken with the goal of exploring the

labour dimension of women's prostitution. One of their first findings of note was the

diversity of the work.

We found women who work in massage parlours; women who provide
sexual services in houses or establishments designated as in-call escorts (as
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opposed to out-call escorts, who travel from one location to another in order
to provide their services); women who work in dungeons and provide
domination or submission services; and even women who work in
establishments providing private erotic shows. (para. 5)

Bruckert et al's (2003) participants expressed diverse reasons for their entry into sex work,

including such things as escaping isolation, enjoying a highly social lifestyle and benefiting

from financial independence. The respondents indicated that they had chosen in-call work

due to its relative safety compared to outcall work, the privacy or anonymity it granted and,

for some respondents, the ability to provide services which did not involve sexual

intercourse with clients.

Like most other researchers, Bruckert et al. (2003) reported that their participants were

generally misinformed about the laws relating to prostitution and that this misinformation

contributes to a reluctance to use the services of the local police. Physical safety was found

to be one of the participants' main concerns, and the women reported being hyper-vigilant

about condom use to protect themselves from SIDs. The participants reported a number of

personal safety strategies, such as ensuring they do not take alcohol or drugs while working,

using their intuition, and relying on the presence of others to protect their safety.

Lewis, Maticka- Tyndale, Shaver & Shramm (2005) used a purpOSive method to create a

diverse sample of male and female sex workers from a variety of venues within the sex

industry. Based on interviews with 61 participants, they found that off-street work was less

risky than street-based work; that in-call work for an agency was safer than out-call work;

and that the degree of independence of the sex worker influences her ability to mitigate risk.

Lewis et al. conclude that, " ... independent off-street workers had the freedom to develop
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their own descriptions and parameters for their work and to establish their own ways of

dealing with safety and risk" (p.154).

Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006) interviewed sex workers from the Maritimes, examining how

the interviewees experienced prostitution as a form of labour. They argue:

...what sex workers are resisting through sex work is not simply the risk of
poverty or underpayment in the "straight" world, but the hegemonic
discourses that render sex workers benighted objects of intervention and
management rather than economic and political agents. (para. 1)

In their analysis of prostitution as work, Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006) point to the similarities

between sex work and other forms of labour. They suggest that the perceived negative

aspects of prostitution - such as inconsistent wages and hours, addictions, physical and

emotional stress and even the" ... expectation to 'enjoy' one's work" - are characteristics of

many jobs . However, they acknowledge that sex work is incomparable to other forms of

work because of the way prostitution is stigmatized, the illegality involved and " ... the

resultant risk of violence attached to the job" (para. 34).

Jeffrey & MacDonald (2006) identified flexibility as one of the most beneficial aspects of sex

work, particularly for female participants. On the negative side, " ... many of [the

participants'] central concerns revolve around maintaining andlor increasing their

independence as workers, their control over the pace and price of their labour, and the

conditions of their work" (para. 41). They conclude that sex workers need to be involved in

any law reform as they are " ... experts on their lives" (para. 2).

Lewis & Maticka-Tyndale conducted a case study of a municipal licensing experiment in

Wmdsor, Ontario in 2000, examining the effects of the introduction of licensing provisions
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on sex workers' "health and welJ- being." They found that the main effect of the provisions

was to increase the visibility of off-street sex workers. While created with the intention of

professionalizing the industry and respecting workers' rights, the licensing scheme only

served to benefit local police and the municipality's finances.

Licensing of escorts and escort agencies merely provides the municipality and
police with information about who is or has ever been an escort or agency
owner and an increase in revenues to police and the municipali ty." (2000,
p.447)

The eme rging portrait of off-street prostitution in Canad a confirms that there is a diverse

range of experiences for sex workers : this diversity of experience is one of the few

generalizations that can be made. Off- street sex workers are not immune from exploitation;

however, the level of exploitation app ears to vary greatly in different venues and in

individual working conditions. The Canadian legal system contributes to the exploi tative

working conditions through the irregularity in enforcement of the laws, the uncertain ty over

the specifics of which activities are illegal and which are allowed, and the perceived lack of

recourse in the even t of violence, exploitation or other unsafe working conditions.

Highlights of Research from OtherJurisdictions

There is a wealth of information about off-street sex work in other jurisdictions. I] However,

it is difficult to know whether the information from one area can be used to describe the

situation in another city for, as Lowman (2001) suggests, the organization of off-street

prostituti on varies in different cities. There are co ncerns about comparing research across

nations due to the differences in legal systems, social supports available, and significant

13 See Albert (2001); Boyle et al. (1997); Brock (1998), Chapkis ; Harcourt et al. (1997), Kuo (2002); Lever &
Dolnick, Pot ter & Rom ans (1999); Sanders (2005); Weitzer (2000); Whittacker & Hart (1996); Working group
on the legal regulation of the purchase of sexual services (2004).
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differences in legal regimes and attitudes to sex and female sexuality. Nevertheless, because

researchers in England and the United States have explored violence in off-street sex work,

it is worth reviewing their findings here.

In 2005, Sanders published her data on the off-street working situation of women in

England. She interviewed 50 women who worked in a variety of venues: licensed saunas

(similar to massage parlours in Canada), brothels, small co-operatives, escort agencies and

independent venues. She found that 68% of her participants had never experienced violence

while working in the indoor sex industry. She reported that violence was not the main worry

for women in off-street sex work: being identified or discovered was of greater concern. In

spite of this, Sanders notes :

... selling sex is very different from other, mainstream occupations ... care
must be taken not to overstate discourses that present a normalized view of
prostitution that ignores both the negative public image and the damage
prostitution can cause to individuals .. . Few other jobs attract stigma and
marginalization to the same extent as sex work (PAO)

Sanders (2005) found that violence prevention was a "constant" issue for women regardless

of whether they had experienced violence. She reported that women employ precautionary

strategies to prevent violence, such as screening clients and avoiding working in isolation.

The participants also identified using their intuition and strong interpersonal communication

skills to ensure that the "date" remained safe and controlled.

Kuo (2002) and Whittacker & Hart (1996) reported similar findings related to violence

prevention strategies for off-street sex workers. Kuo's research explored the experiences of

women working out of legal brothels in Nevada, US. Whittacker & Hart conducted their

research with women working independently out of their homes or in small cooperatives in
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London. The conclusions from these two projects substantiate Sanders' findings. All three

projects found that women employed similar safety strategies, including screening, intuition,

maintaining a degree of control over the encounter, and ensuring that clients were uncertain

about security measures at a given site.

A key finding from these projects, and one that is echoed in the Canadian literature, is that

women's experiences in sex work vary greatly. Kuo states, " ... the diverse picture of

prostitution clearly calls for a policy that is sensitive to and distinguishes among the

experiences of those in the sex industry" (2002, p. 101).

Identified Gaps in the Research

The Canadian literature is lacking information about levels of violence experienced by off

street workers in different work situations. It is difficult to compare findings between

projects because the definitions of violence vary considerably. The specific forms and rates

of violence in off-street commercial sex remain unexplored. Compounding the definitional

differences, many research samples are still limited to street- based workers or are developed

with the participation of street outreach agencies. In order to determine the levels of

violence in different segments of the sex industry, we need to access sex workers who do not

have connections to the street. We need to seek information directly about the violence

experienced in different venues of sex work to get a better idea of why certain kinds of sex

workers may be much more at risk of victimization than others.

Benoit & Shaver (2006) identified the need for national large-scale research to assist ill

determining the size and breadth of the population of sex workers in Canada, sampled in
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such a way as to compare different prostitution venues. They suggest that more research

comparing sex work to other service occupations is necessary "to undermine the enduring

associations between sex work and victimization, the prevalence of dichotomies, and the

assumptions of homogeneity" (para.20).

In 2001 Lowman identified rune gaps ill research on prosntution ill Canada including,

among others: male and female experiences in off-street sex work, pimps and managers,

municipal provisions relating to prostitution, clients, and exiting strategies. Both Lowman

(2001) and Benoit & Shaver (2006) also identified the need for longitudinal studies to

properly assess the long-range impact of sex work on men and women.

The information gathered for my thesis concerns women's experiences of victimization in

different venues of off-street sex work. This information will enable comparison of

experiences in different off-street venues that can be compared directly to information about

victimization of street-based workers. The analysis focuses on research in British Columbia.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE METHODOLOGY

The methodology was designed to facilitate the greatest amount of meaningful involvement

by experiential" women to ensure that they had opportunities to guide the research. The

purpose of this involvement was twofold: it was intended to overcome any outsider

blindness or insensitivity to issues and concerns relating to female sex workers, and it was

hoped that by involving women in all aspects of the project the thesis would accurately

reflect women's experiences. IS These goals are founded on the belief that the experiences

and concerns of women involved in the sex industry should take priority in discussions

concerning the industry and prostitution-law reform.

The research consisted of two elements: 1) an interview segment exploring the experiences

of women who work off-street; and 2) an anonymous, self-administered survey dealing

specific ally with victimization in the workplace. The interviews were conducted to provide

context for the statistical information collected via the survey.

Research Objectives

This study had seven objectives:

14 The term "experient ial" refers to individuals who have worked in the commercial sex industry.
15 For more discussion on activist research and grounded theory, see Kirb y & McKenna (1989), Naple s (2003)
and Strauss & Corbin (1989).
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• to learn more about work in Vancouver's off-street commercial sex industry by

exploring women's experiences in indoor venues;

• to inform legal and academic communities about the existing conditions and needs

of women involved in the off-street sector of the industry;

• to collect data on the rates and types of victimization experienced by off-street sex

workers in Vancouver;

• to contribute to the understanding of the off-street sector and the people involved;

• to create informed strategies for law reform;

• to increase safety for women involved in the sex industry;

• to expose the academic and legal communities to sex worker's voices.

The Instruments: Survey and Interview Schedule

The instruments for both the interview and the survey components of the research were

created with the assistance from a pool of collaborators and academics. The survey, found in

Appendix B, was fifteen pages in length. The expected completion time was between 20 and

30 minutes. The interview schedule, found in Appendix C, contained only fourteen

questions, but lasted between one and four hours.

Development of the survey

In order to create an appropriately worded, respectful, concise and relevant instrument, I

sought out four women who had worked in the sex industry in different venues to be a part

of a research-design team I examined a similar survey conducted by Lowman, Atchison &
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Fraser (1997) and based some of the questions on their work. I brought my first draft to

each of the collaborators and had them provide feedback and advice. I repeated this process

several times until we were all satisfied with the instrument. I also had both Lowman and

Atchison review the survey.

The collaborators provided key insight into specific areas of inquiry that were not included

prior to their input. They identified issues, such as client refusal to use condoms and

women's abilities to refuse to provide services to clients, as important areas of potential risk

and victimization. They alerted me to the need to include co-workers as a potential source of

victimization, and they ensured that appropriate language was used throughout the survey.

The collaborators also suggested a strategy for accessing interview participants from the pool

of survey respondents. They explained that women would be more likely to participate in a

survey than an interview due to time constraints, the fear of being exposed, and the lack of

compensation for involvement. They explained that the survey would provide women with

information about the project and allow them to make educated decisions about whether to

consent to an interview. The input from the collaborators was invaluable, and contributed

enormously to the success of the project in securing respondents.

The survey was available either in hard copy or online. I provided an online version for

several reasons. First, the target sample was a difficult to access, underground population. By

providing an online survey, I aspired to provide a completely anonymous, convenient and

easy way for women to participate. Second, as I was relying on personal contacts to recruit

respondents, I felt that it would be easier for women to pass along a web site address, or a

business card with the web site address printed on it, than to pass along paper copies of the

survey. Finally, online surveys have a clear advantage over hard copies. With the online
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version I was able to insert automated skip patterns which reduced the length of the survey

and made it much easier to navigate. I hoped that thes e patterns would reduce human errors

. I' h ll."m comp etmg t e survey as we .

The online version of the survey was developed with significant assistance from Chris

Atchison." He maintained the survey from a secure server and forwarded the dat a to me at

the end of the data collection period. The online survey was posted for seven months at

www.workviolence.ca.

Survey Content

The survey's introductory page outlined the objectives of the project , the main lines of

inquiry, and information about how to contact me . This page explained that the survey

would take approximately 20 minutes, that anonymity was guaranteed, and that women were

welcome to skip any questions that the y felt uncomfortable answering. Also, I provided my

contact information for those who wished to take part in an interview. With the hard copies,

participants were instructed to keep the int roductory page and submit the remainder by mail

in the envelope provided. The introductory page fun ctioned as the survey consent form.

The online version contained the majo rity of this same information on the home page .

Further information about privacy, detailed instructions for completing the survey, and other

information about the project were available on additional pages. In order to start the survey,

the participants would have to go through the consent page.

16 See Palys (2003).
17 Chris Atchison co mpleted an internet-based research project concerning the d iem dimension of commercial
sex in 1998. This project formed the independent research com ponem of his Masters D egree at SFU.
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The survey was divided into four main sections: Experiences of Victimization, Reporting

Practices, Violence Prevention and Personal Information. The first section asked the

respondents to separate experiences working in three different venues: in-call (massage

parlours and body rub parlours), out-call (via escort agencies) and independent work (not

including street work). If a participant had not worked in any particular venue, she was

instructed to indicate "no" and skip to the section on the next type of venue.

The language used to describe the venues was developed with the help of the collaborators;

however, the resulting schema posed difficulties for some respondents. It was explained to

me that some women consider themselves to be escorts, but work independently. Some

women work as independent masseuses. Others included street experiences as a form of

independent work in spite of my request to omit any street experiences from the survey. A

more clear way of differentiating between the categories would be to focus on whether the

individuals work for an agency or parlour, and then ask them what type of work they do (full

service, fetish, massage, etc.),

This first section asked women how long they had worked in a particular venue, and how

concerned they were about safety (defined as being free from violence) when working in that

venue. Participants were then asked about the frequency of experiences of victimization, and

the source of that violence. The types of victimization listed were based on Criminal Code

definitions: uttering threats, threatening with a weapon, physical assault, sexual assault,

kidnapping/confinement, and theft. I included a definition for each category. Respondents

were asked to indicate how many times they had experienced each form of victimization, and

to identify the perpetrators: clients , police offices, significant others, managers, and co

workers.
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There were questions about clients' refusal to use condoms, and their refusal to pay for

services. Respondents were then asked if they had experienced types of victimization not

listed in the survey. All sex workers were asked to briefly describe their most serious

experience of violence. Finally, they were asked to indicate which venue they considered to

be the most dangerous and offer supporting reasons.

The second section of the survey sought information about reporting practices. Respondents

were instructed to skip the section if they had never experienced any victimization in the first

place. If they had been victimized but had not reported it, they were asked why they did not

report it. For those who had reported an incident to someone there was a series of questions

about who they reported it to, and what happened.

In the third section, respondents were asked open ended questions about their personal

safety strategies and their recommendations for other women to stay safe while working in

the sex industry. They were also asked about safety mechanisms such as the use of

surveillance cameras, security guards and training .

The survey concluded with a section on personal information. These questions were mostly

pre-coded categorical questions. The last question provided respondents with an opportunity

to include any other comments.

The Interview Schedule

I undertook a pilot study in 2004 which consisted of analyzing the transcnpts of five

interviews with women who worked as off-street sex workers. The interviews were
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conducted by John Lowman. This project formed the basis for the interview schedule that I

eventually developed. The schedule was refined numerous times as I discussed it with my

collaborators, and then again once I had started to conduct the interviews. I found that I had

to continually re-focus the interview in order to simplify the questions and reduce the

breadth of information I was seeking. In the end, I had a list of 15 questions which I

described as, "starting point questions." I explained to each woman that the structure was

very open and that I would rather they discuss the issues that they identified as most

important. I gave the women the opportunity to review the interview schedule prior to our

meeting so that they could see what kind of information interested me. Women were told to

skip topics of inquiry with which they were not comfortable. One woman opted not to

divulge her current occupation and another woman dismissed the schedule and said she

would rather talk freely.

The Interview Process

Based on my experiences working with street-based survival sex workers through

Prostitution, Alternatives, Counseling and Education (PACE) Society (a non-profit

organization in Vancouver), I expected the interviews to require a significant amount of

preparation time to build trust and develop a relationship with the participants. I expected

this trust building period would be necessary, as participants were being asked to divulge

information that could have negative consequences for them if they were to be identified.

However, eight out of ten of the women required no relationship building at all. We simply

exchanged a couple of emails, arranged meeting times and then met over coffee, food or

wine. Two of the participants were more wary. One read through the thesis proposal prior to
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agreeing to an interview and another involved numerous phone conversations before she

was comfortable meeting me.

I offered women three options for the interviews: an in-person meeting, a phone interview,

or email correspondence. I conducted one interview predominantly over the phone with

follow up email. Another interview took place solely through email - I emailed the

respondent the questions, she responded, I emailed a couple of questions about her

responses, and she responded again.

All of the participants were sent transcripts of their interviews shortly after they occurred.

Many of the women had additional comments that occurred to them after the interview.

One of the participants became concerned about whether she might be identifiable through

her responses; we revised her transcript to delete everything that she felt might identify her.

Once the interviews were transcribed, I destroyed the audiotapes. I did not keep any

identifying information. Since most of my correspondence with these women was via email,

I did have email addresses and working names of the participants. However, I deleted those

emails as soon as possible, and deleted all references to their working names from all of my

files. I then assigned each woman a number as a way to track and organize the data .

I was not able to record the phone interview, so I took detailed notes throughout the

conversation. I sent the notes to the woman, which she read, and to which she then added

several comments. I used the resulting document as her transcript.
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The women who chose to participate in the interview were well aware of the political issues

surrounding sex work, legal reform and research. In this regard there was clear volunteer

bias. Two of the women chose to participate simply because they knew my supervisor, John

Lowman. I did not decline any offers for interviews. There were a few women who offered

to do interviews, but we were simply unable to connect despite numerous attempts .

Survey Sampling Method

The survey sample was not random, so it cannot be taken to be representative of the off

street sex-worker population. The sampling was purposive to the extent that I attempted to

find women with very little, if any, experience working on the street; I wanted to focus on

women who worked in the relatively more exclusive and usually better paid end of the sex

industry. The data reflect only the particular experiences of the women involved in the

project. Nevertheless, the 39 responses I obtained are sufficient to provide an important

insight into the world of this particular group of off-street sex workers.

I distributed copies of the survey and business cards with the address of the web site to two

massage parlours in Vancouver. " The surveys were placed in the staff areas with a poster

explaining the purpose of the project and methods of contacting me. I also had business

cards delivered to an escort agency owner who was willing to distribute the cards to her staff.

I sent out 35 paper copies of the survey, 19 of which were completed and returned by mail.

I did attempt to contact two other agencies by phone. However, without a personal contact

at these agencies, the telephone inquiries were screened and my calls were not returned. I

18 Self-addressed and stamped envelope s accomp anied (he paper surveys.
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sent an email requesting the participation of 5 other agencies in Vancouver, but received no

replies.

In addition, I sent out email requests with a link to the survey website to approximately 40

independent sex workers who advertised their services online. 19 I received a surprising

number of responses from women interested not only in completing the survey but also in

participating in interviews. Seven out of the ten interviews were with women who were

contacted this way. Twenty of the 39 questionnaires were completed online.

I had not set many parameters around my target sample other than to seek the participation

of women currently working in one of Greater Vancouver's off-street venues. I specifically

sought out women who advertised as "elite" and contacted some of the more expensive

agencies in Vancouver. I excluded ten survey responses where the individuals did not submit

any information other than the venue in which they had worked.

I did not anticipate capturing transsexual women in my sample. I received an email from one

woman who identified herself as transsexual and offered to do an interview with me.

Unfortunately, the interview did not take place, but she completed the survey. Since she

identified herself as a female independent escort working in the Vancouver off-street sex

industry I saw no reason to exclude her from the sample.

19 I have chosen not to list the directories I accessed in order to maintain anonymity for the participants.
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An unanticipated Event

An unexpected event occurred shortly after I sent out my solicitation to the online

independent sex workers. One woman posted the following message on an online review

board:

Girls only,
I got a request to do this survey in my e-mail. Did anyone else get it and if so
what do you think???

The message included the link to the survey but was posted in an area of the review board

geared towards other sex providers. Within hours of the posting I was notified by one of the

women who had done an interview. By the time I was able to locate the posting, the message

had been online for approximately 12 hours and there were several responses . One of the

responders advised the original poster to delete the link to the survey citing concerns about

the validity of the data should the link be accessible to the general public. The link had been

removed by the time I found the postings.

The responses to the posting on the review board were qUlte favorable to participation.

There were a couple of women who responded that they would not participate, but also a

few who strongly suggested that others should participate. This set of comments allowed me

to see some of the reasons women gave for not wanting to participate. Two expressed

concerns about "discretion" and implied that they did not discuss their work. One woman

suggested that the survey was a "waste of time" since women who work off-street did not

face the violence that street-involved women confront. Two clients posted replies

encouraging women to participate and expressed their interest in the findings.
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Ethical Considers tions

I received approval from the Research Ethics Board at SFU in August of 2005. In

developing this project, I was keenly aware of the fact that I would be asking women to

identify themselves and share information about ostensibly illegal activities. Because of the

potential harm to research participants that a violation of confidentiality could create, I did

not place any limitations on the guarantee of confidentiality given to potential research

participants. To help maintain confidentiality, I requested that each participant remain

anonymous. In the case of those women with whom I had a prior relationship, I am the only

person who knows their identities; I guaranteed them confidentiality as far as professional

ethics" allow, i.e. unlimited confidentiality.

I did not record any information that could be used to identify participants. The transcripts

were edited to ensure that any identifying information - including names, geographic

locations or other specific information - was removed. These steps were necessary to allow

women to feel free to disclose information about their relationships with police, violence in

the workplace, workplace policies for dealing with violence, and work done in contravention

of Criminal Code sections, other federal statutes, and municipal bylaws.

TIle women involved in the study had the option of electing, pnor to and during the

interview, not to discuss certain topics. I offered contact information for a support service

in Vancouver to three women over the course of the project. One of the women was not an

interview participant. She contacted me to vent about an incident that had occurred with her

significant other. I sent her contact information for a safe and non-judgemental organization

20 I am adhering to the ethics code of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
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that could offer her support. The other two women were both interview participants who

identified the lack of existing services as contributing to their feelings of isolation. I passed

along the support information I had in case they wanted to explore these other options.

I was as open as possible about the project's goals, my values, and the potential uses to

which I would put the information that participants provided. I made the thesis proposal

available to them, and tried to answer all of their questions as thorougWyas possible. I gave

the participants full control over the editing of their own transcript. The transcripts were not

analyzed until the women had the opportunity to review them to ensure their accuracy and

to confirm that all identifying information had been removed. I offered the women the right

to revoke their consent at any time prior to the submission of the thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE: KEY FINDINGS

This Chapter focuses on the four areas explored in the questionnaire: vicnrruzanon,

reporting practices, violence prevention and demographic information about the

respondents. The discussion focuses on the questionnaire survey, and incorporates

information from the interviews where appropriate.

In total, I received 39 completed surveys. The online version was completed by 20 women

and I received 19 hard-copies by mail. To begin the questionnaire, respondents were asked

to indicate whether they had ever worked in each of the three venues; 64% (n=25) of

respondents indicated that they had worked in a massage parlour, 67% (n=26) had worked

as an escort, and 72% (n=28) had worked independently. Of the total of 39 responses, 14

respondents (37.8%) had experience working in all three venues. It was obvious from the

outset that there was a high degree of cross-over among venues in this particular sample .

Wetimiza tion

Respondents were asked to identify how concerned they were about safety while working in

a specific venue by choosing among three options :

1) Very concerned (It's always on my mind);

2) A little concerned (I'm aware but not really worried);

3) Not at all concerned (I don't even think about it).
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Massage parlours were perceived to be the safest environments: 52% of the 25 respondents

with experience working in massage parlours indicated that they were not at all concerned

about safety when working in a massage parlour. Approximately half of both the escorts and

independent workers responded that they were tery omarred about safety, while only 15.4%

of independents indicated that they were notat all concerned about violence. Every one of the

escorts was at least a little concerned about safety. The results suggest that these perceptions

accurately reflect the women's experiences: escorts report experiencing more violence than

individuals working in massage or independent venues (See Tables 6,7, & 8, Appendix D).

Respondents were asked to indicate how often they experienced eight forms of

vicnrruzation:

1) Uttering Threats: Threatening to cause you physical harm if you don 't do what
is asked;

2) Threatening with a weapon: Threatening to cause you physical harm while
holding a weapon (knife, gun or some other weapon).

3) Physical Assault: For example being hit, kicked, or held down.

4) Sexual Assault: Physically forced to do something sexually that you were not
prepared to do .

5) Kidnapping/confinement: Physically restrained and not allowed to leave when
you wanted to.

6) Theft: having money, jewelry or other items stolen.

7) Client refusal to pay for services

8) Client refusal to use condoms

In the case of the first six options, respondents were asked to classify the offender. The

masseuses and the escorts were given five options: clients, police, significant others,

bossl man agers, and co-workers. The independents were given the three options: clients,

police and significant others.
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Respondents were asked how many times they had experienced each of the types of

victimization; the options were: never, once, twice, three times, four times or five times or

more. In general, little victimization was reported. Inde ed, in the charts presented below I

report the percentage of respondents who had EVER experienced any form of victimization

from each of the perpetrator group s. Detailed statistical tables can be found in Appendix D.

Chart 1: Threatening (% Ever)
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Chart 3: Physical Assault (% Ever)
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Chart 4: Sexual Assault (% Ever)
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Chart 5: Kidnapping/ Confinement (% Ever)
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Chart 6: Theft (% Ever)
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Victimization Rates for Massage Parlours

The most common form of victimization of women who work in massage parlours was theft

perpetrated by co-workers: this had occurred at least once for 54.2% of the participants (See

Tabl e 6, Appendix D). Co-workers were also the most likely source of "threats" for

masseuses. The most common form of victimization perpetrated by clients on masseuses

was theft (34.8%) . The most likely form of violence perpetrated by clients was threats (20%),

closely followed by physical assault (17.4%).

Threatening was the most likely form of violence perpetrated by police officers: 16% of the

respondents indicated that a police officer has threatened them while they were working in a

massage parlour. Violence perpetrated by significant others was relatively constant with

between 8% and 17% of the masseuses reponing a significant other had committed each of

the forms of violence at least once. Bosses were the least likely to perpetrate violence on

their employees.
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Victimization Rates for Escorts

Escorts faced more serious violence, more frequently than the other groups of sex workers

in this study (See Table 7, Appendix D). Clients were the most likely source of violence.

Almost 30% of the escorts had been threatened by a client at least once while working in the

sex industry. Physical assault and theft were equally as likely to occur, with 25% of escorts

reporting these forms of violence. Escorts reported more violence perpetrated by bosses

than either masseuses or independent workers reported.

Victimization Rates for Independents

The independent sex workers reported less violence than the other groups of respondents

(See Table 8, Appendix D). The highest rate of victimization was threats by clients at 15%

(n =4). Clients and police officers were equally as likely to perpetrate violence against

independent workers; clients were the most common source of threats and police officers

were the most common source of physical assault. Because at least two respondents included

experiences of violence while working the streets of Vancouver, the higher rates of violence

by police may be explained by the inclusion of street- based experiences. The independent

sex workers were also the least likely group to be victimized by significant others.

Client Refusals

During the questionnaire design phase of this study, the collaborators indicated that condom

refusal and payment refusal were very important forms of victimization to include in the

survey. I included one question relating to each: whether or not a client had ever refused to
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use a condom, and whether or not a client had ever refused to pay for the services provided.

As indicated in the chart below, escorts were again the most likely to face either eventuality.

Chart 7: Client Refusals (% Ever)
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Indeed, client refusal to wear condoms was the most frequent source of victimization against

independents and escorts, and it was the second most frequent form of victimization for

masseuses (See Table 9, Appendix D). Many of the participants wrote additional comments

in response to this question. Quite often, participants would say, "I would refuse to provide

services if he refused to pay me or if he wouldn't use a condom" or "other service offered

instead." While it is quite common for sex workers to encounter a client who refuses to wear

a condom, their reactions to these situations were not recorded.

I posed an open-ended question asking respondents to identify their grounds for refusing to

service a client. The following table summarizes the number of respondents from each

venue who identified grounds on which they would refuse to provide services. The

independent women were more likely to list at least one ground for refusing a client, and

they identified more varied grounds than the escorts and masseuses. Overall, the differences

between the groups were minimal: the participants were most likely to report similar grounds

for refusing clients.
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Table 1: Sex Providers ' Grounds to Refuse Services

Massage Escort Independent
s

Health concerns (Visible SID's, 8 8 8
admitted intra-venous drug user.)
Under the influence of drugs/ alcohol 8 6 7
Not enough money 7 7 4
Rude / obnoxious/ disrespectful 7 7 3
No condom 7 6 6
Safety/ comfort concerns 4 4 7
Hygiene lacking 6 6 5
Aggressive 5 4 4
Uncomfortable with act requested 4 4 2
Intuition 3
Asks for a discount, tries to negotiate 2
rates.

This is a selection of responses from the open-ended question:

Ifbe W1S disorderly, disropectfid, and uarued totakeCOJ1lrcL ofthe session .. Ifmj intuition
tells rre that som:thing is amiss, [ listen andaa onthat Survey Participant # 8

Onany ground [ seefit uhich is the idea ofbeing independent Ifeter the diem, inany wry,
rrnkes rrefeel unmrrfortable, he's denied l1Tjserum . Survey Participant # 12

Rudenes: They haw to knowthat it is a seruce prouded tothemfor afee, not a charu:e to
tell a tsormn uba: todoforthem sexually. Money dcesn't excuse gxd rrurmers andrespea
foruomn. A s 7£ell, [ expea the diem to display a sincere appreciation ofthe senice
proudedforthem Survey Participant # 33

Other Fonns of Victimization

There were two open-ended questions relating directly to experiences of victimization. First,

respondents were asked if they had experienced any form of violence that was not included

in my questions. Four women ente red additional responses. Two massage parlour women

indicated that "cattiness from other workers" and the "emotional impact of sex work" are

additional forms of victimization.
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Let's notf01J!l the emxioml abuse ueallencoumer ewy day in the room: narre calling is
bif; insults, etc Survey Participant # 17

The other two women who entered additional information worked independently. One

described being harassed by neighbors who knew she was a sex worker. The other woman

described an incident where a client tried to get his money back and ripped her boot.

Seven of the ten women I interviewed identified the online review boards as major sources

of harassment, blackmail, slander and emotional abuse. These boards allow clients to review

their dates. The interviewees reported that some clients abuse the boards. A client can

threaten to post bad reviews unless the woman gives free sessions or otherwise relaxes her

rules. Women reported that clients have posted home addresses or other details about sex

workers' private lives. These reviews have serious economic repercussions as the boards are

a major source of advertising for independent escorts.

A ndthe reueioboards are stackedafFinst us so badly because at any point they can be used
as extonion. There are a lot ofreally horrible stories about the one online reueiubcard were
f!fl)5 tdlyca that )OU baie toflU: them afreebie or they uill ban allYJUr retieus, ortake
them dm.m Or, flU: rre afreebie or I'll flU: )OU a bad reuetu There WlS aform letter gJing
around that a [!fry WlS sending toallthe 7Wl11!n that basically said, flU: rre afreebie and I'll
increaseycar busiress. If)OTt don't do this, 50rrething bad is gJing tohappen. Hejustrmss
muledthem out. I J1Fan, ue do our ret in this busires tobase comrd mer ssha: happens
andifuejustflU: in tothese beards, ue bexrn: rrming targets. Because ue neier knaw71ho
they are, butthey knourubo ueare andthey lenouruba: ue lock likeandthat is darl£FVU5.
I J1Fan, ifsorrrone uuh enaugp computer skills decides totrack )OTt doun; they can andthey
basically hate Interview 6

Most Serious Experience of Violence

The second open-ended question relating to experiences of victimization asked women to

describe briefly the most serious incident of violence that they experienced while working in

the sex industry. Twelve respondents (42% of the 28 responses to this question) reported
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that they had never experienced any violence while working in the industry. Indeed one

woman expressed her frustration with the assumption that the sex industry is rife with

violence:

I bate not experienedA NY iraderas ofuderce; serious or aberuise; ubile uorking in
the sex industry, andI bdieu: that this question should be reuorded toexdude the
assumption that a sex-trade -aorleer MUST bateexperienced udenceat SOJ11? point.
Survey Participant # 9

Another woman explained that the only victimization she had ever been exposed to was

perpetrated by co-workers. Five women indicated that their most serious incident was a

verbal disagreement or a non-serious incident. Two of the five women reported that men

had tried to have sex without condoms.

A diem tried tobaiesex uubaaa condom andheld m: douri I did nunasr tosrt upand
tell himhowdangerous that WlS andheapdagjzei. Survey Participant # 29

The other three women dismissed their most serious incidents as "not serious" and

explained that clients had given them a hickey, pushed them down, or "got a bit rough."

One diem, WJo seerred partiaJarly "excited", pushed rre up into a corner. I'm not sure ifhe
WlS being "udem" orjust "enthusiastic" In any eiem, u rmde rre a bitunmnfortablesol
justpushed himauay. End ofstory. Survey Participant # 16

Nine women (29%) described more serious incidents of violence which ranged from being

threatened, to being held against their will, to being physically and sexually assaulted. Eleven

respondents did not answer this question. One woman wrote:

I can't- I mstly trynot to think about it Survey Participant # 1

Clients were the main perpetrators of the victimization described in this question: they were

mentioned in 12 of the 16 descriptions of victimization. Three women reponed that their

worst experiences were at the hands of co-workers, and one woman said that her pimp was
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the source of the most serious industry-related violence she had experienced. All of the

altercations described between workers and clients were related either to condom use or

rates for services provided.

While 1.R.Drkingfor anawry, I refused to sleep 11ith fa diem] for $200. Awry, dmer and
phone girl takes $130 andI ua-ld anly rmke $70. I askedfor mire $, hesaid no. Then he
attacked rrefor the $, detroyed myall phone (Worth $500) andaaed Like a complete ass.
A LL because the agpxy said that 7.RllS enoug}; $. Survey Participant # 33

Perceptions of Dangerousness

To conclude this section of the questionnaire, respondents were asked to indicate in which

off-street venue they felt that women risked the most violence. 71.9% of the respondents

(n=32) indicated that they felt women who worked independently faced the most violence.

18.8% perceived escorting to be the most dangerous venue.

While I stilL do not agree sush the assumption that uorren insex WJrk metfaa? udence; I
hawdxsen Independent WJrk, as perhaps diems are auare that anIndependent escort mry
hawless ofa support syitem inplace in terns ofpeople knmRing ubere she is anduhoshe is
uitb, so diems mrysee trore ofan opportunity to inflia udence That said, I bdieu: that
any sex trade ucrleer is rrore at risk ofuderce ifshe(or he, Let us be open-mnded} is
irresponsible aboutdetails ofher 1.R.Drk, than ifsheorhepursue: a specific type ofsex 1.R.Drk
as OPPC6ed toanother. Survey Participant # 9

It rmke: sense to11'f? that this (independent uorle} 'lPDuld be rrore risky, since rmny
independents 1.R.Drk alone They dme tberrsdus to11m diems, andthey don't hawany
secunty. In a parlour orat anawry, I think a rmn is less Likely todo sorrething udera
because helenoos that the ag;ncy is auare ofwJ(:re they are andubat tine they are suppcsed
tobe done 77Je parlours hawpeople around aLL the tirre in other rcorrs, andthe agencits
usuaLLy hawsecurity; orat Least tbey hawsorre irforrrntion on the dient (phone nurrber and
address). Survey Participant # 4

Concern about women working alone was the most frequent reason given to explain why

respondents felt that independents were the most likely to face violence. This included

concern about a lack of security, meeting a client at an unknown location, not having an
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agency calling periodically to check in, and not having someone know where the women

were at all times. Women reported that they felt clients would treat women differently if they

knew that the women were alone and more "vulnerable." One woman offered the following

insight:

Well) I think tshen you do out calls topriiate hom'S, as anIndependent or7.£lffk ingfor an
EsantA f?l9J, )Ou are my utlnerable toany andallform ofsidence Yau don't know
tshat is witingfor)Ou there, and)014 cannot contra the emiromrerz orsituation as 7.R£!l as
)OU can in)Our Olin place despite hazing soneone (the A g:ncy) knoaing 'lRhen!)Ott are [ping
anda dmer witing outside ..I think it's not a case so rnudJ of'lRhether)Ott are independent
ornot, it's uhere yxcgp tosee a diem: Survey Participant # 8

The self-reported victimization data from the survey do not support the perception of

independent work as the most risky form of off-street sex work: among survey respondents,

independent workers reported the least victimization.

Reporting Practices

This section of the survey was designed to find out how often women reported incidents of

violence to a third party, to whom they reported it, and whether they were satisfied with the

response to their report.

The first question introduced a skip pattern: if women had never experienced any violence,

they could simply tick the appropriate box and skip the entire section. 59.4% of the

respondents, or 19 out of 32 individuals (there were seven missing responses), indicated that

they had never experienced any violence while working in the sex industry. If the

respondents had experienced violence but had not reported the incident(s), they skipped to a

question asking for the reasons they did not report it. 25% of the respondents indicated that

they had not reported the violence that they had experienced, indicating variously that they
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believed it wasn't serious enough, didn't believe anyone cared, they were afraid to lose their

jobs, or that they were embarrassed.

You are asbarnd that pt 7.RE'fe}1,'t careful enougfJ. Sbamd; don't uam others toknowYJu
uere raped- feel udnerable Survey Participant # 17

1 batenot reported rrnny incidents (street) because the humiliation ofbeing the "uhore" and
the knouledge that reporting uon't brirgjustice anduon't change ubarhappened. Survey
Participant # 1

Seven of the women (18%) reported incidents of violence. Four of them had reported one

or two incidents, while the other three indicated that they had reported violence more than

twice. Friends were the most likely people to whom respondents would tum. Three women,

one from each type of venue, indicated that they had reported violence to the police. One

respondent indicated that she had also reported an incident while working as an independent

on the street.

The respondents who reported incidents to their managers were generally satisfied with the

managers ' responses.

A bsdute1y- they responded quidely and carre tomy rescue They did h07.R£lEY' uan: rre to fIJ
rigfJt bade toWJrk. 1 rernrrber a bcokingginsaying «I'm so tired ofhearing '1'7£ been
attadeed; 1 don't tmn: to WJrk. '" Survey Participant # 1

Only one person said that she was not satisfied with her boss's response. There was much

less satisfaction with police responses. Two of the three women were very unsatisfied:

No, neier, eier: A lwry; disappointed. Fuckers don't gi7£ a shit at all Eien uben 1 71tlS

stabbed the cop didn't care- bitch! Survey Participant # 31

One of the respondents had mixed responses to her reports to police. On one occasion, she

was completely unsatisfied with the response from police. However, the second time she
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reported violence, she received full support from the officers involved. She was much more

satisfied with the response from police when she was working off-street as an escort .

In theone instance, on thestreet, they seared umnlLing todo anything A ndI tried to repOlt
it three tirns. Thesecond tim; wen I WlS uorking as an escort, they responded wiL and
three RCM? testijied at myattade er's trial- a Lot ifgxd it did, he WlS acquitted anyw:zy.
Survey Participant # 1

Violence Prevention

Respondents were asked a combination of open and pre -coded questions in this section of

the survey. First, I posed a broad, open-ended question asking participants what strategies

they used to ensure their own safety while working; 74% of respondents reported using

specific safety st rategies. Violence prevention was one of the main areas of my discussion

with the interview participan ts as well. The majority of the respondents wrote o ut detailed

and len gthy answers in the survey, or spe nt a considerable amount of time discussing

pre vention strateg ies. The three most frequent safety strategies were: a) sc reening clients; b)

using intuition; and c) ensuring that an emergency plan was in place (knowing the loca tions

of exits from va rious locations, ensuring doors are unlocked, etc .). In additio n to these I

identify several othe r strategies, including: public locations and 'checking in'; security

mea sures; direct co mmunica tion; references; advertising & rates; control & professionalism;

and interpersonal co mmunication skills.

Screening

Screening is a conscious and proactive strategy employed prior to me eting clients. It is a

strategy employed by some agencies and many independent workers . Seven survey
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partlClpants mentioned screenmg by name, and many of the related strategies women

discussed entailed some form of client screening.

I generally screen mydiems quite udl. I do not see anybedy uubou: haung a wifiable
rum; addres andphone nurrberpriorto rrretirl§ The majority ofmydiems are business
trauiers staying in upscale hotels, WJich rrears tbey uadd be easy to track doun ifanything
didhappen (a big daerrem}. IfI lxneanysort ofaidfeeling priortoanappoimmm, I
comaa afellow escort andtell her exactly ubere I'mgJing andwen I uill "check in" uuh
herforsafety. I also com: aGl1>S as fairly confident andassertiie andI don't bdieie I tend
toattract the sort ofrren ubolike touaimze 7.RDl11?rl. Survey Participant # 3

Screening techniques include verifying names and addresses of clients. Participants reported

using online directories to confirm the contact information for a potential client or verifying

the client's employment. One woman reported asking for identification upon meeting new

clients . Several women mentioned that they did not accept calls from unlisted phone

numbers.

Intuition

Use of intuition, the ability to be able to assess clients throughout the date, was identified by

nine survey respondents as a key violence-prevention strategy.

I am u:ry careful tonote the tone andattitude ofany;ne wo emuls orcalls rre Ifsonrthing
bothers rre; e7.EJ'l ifJ don't knowexactly uba: it is, I uill not bode Wth them I hawan
errr:rgpzcy plansboald somone get udem. andthe "mrzal preparation" to do uba:Jhaw
to do, induding seriously injuring orkilling adient Wth uhateuris handy ifI am infear
for mylife W'hen it corns doun tom; orhim, it's alWl)5 gJing tobehim Survey
Participant # 6

Four of the interviewees spoke directly about intuition, or "trusting your gut." In two

situations, women denied employing violence prevention strategies. However, they asserted

that while they used their intuition to screen out unwanted dates, they did not think of this

as a prevention of violence strategy until I identified it as such. Interview participants
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reported using intuition to continuously re-assess the situation in order to avoid potentially

dangerous situations.

You can tell 11IJen a g;ry's offbenuse you see sorruny norrml people Ifhe sounds likea
contrr1lingpimp, notpdite; notsincere, andcondescending to rre: .. I uon': accept it and
decline the date in the saffSt wrypcsside I 7.RDuld do it inpublic, orwen hehas no idea I
amabout to bail. You catch HIM off[§fard rather than allouing himtoouch YOU off
[§fard. You Learn toListen to these redjla~ andneierforg:t them, just like defensiw dmer
anticipating 11IJat the other dmer m:ry do (but hasn't done ye) andtherefore awiding any
"paemial" daJ'lfF before it oxurs. Just like inanyotherproffSsion thatcouldpa;e a daJ'lfF
to )Ou. Interview 6

Public Locations & "Checking In"

Some women meet clients at upscale hotels because they can easily confirm the client's

reservation. Clients from upscale hotels would be "easy to track down" should a problem

arise. Many of the women prefer public meetings with clients, meeting them in bars, coffee

shops, or other public venues.

Interview participants often reported structuring their work to avoid isolation. For some,

this includes working in a place, such as an apartment, where an usher or security guard is

employed. Other women choose to work in brothels or massage parlours. Drivers are often

employed by escorts to serve multiple functions including transport and security.

Myfzance is m; dmer, andhewits outsidefor m: at allm;jobs. 1 do aacalls toeither a
diem's hom; orhotel room, andtreyfzance dnus rre there, wits catside; andhas tbe diem's
irforrrntion witten doun uithhim 1hawa cell phone, andso dces he When I am done an
appointrrent, the arrang;rrem is for rre tocall himuubm 15 mmaes ifthe tine the
appoimmrz is suppcsed to be done I'LL tben tell himI'.m done andLeaung the diem.
Usually 1phone himuubin 5 rnmaes, but 7.R£ agree on15, and ifhehasn't heard'from rre
after 15 rnnuus, his irstruaiors are tophone the pdice A lso; 7.R£ hawa axle uordthat
sounds peifa:tly norrrul, tbat1 could say infront ofa diem; and ifI eier say that uord on
the cell phone tohim, heuill call the pdice; andattempt tocom? IF rre WefdLow this
procedure e7£ry singje tine, eien Wth rcgJllars. Survey Participant # 4
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This system of "checking in" by phone is employed by many escort agencies. Independent

women reported using similar systems of ensuring that a friend knows how long they will be

and who to call in the event that they do not contact the friend in the prearranged time.

Security Measures: cameras, weapons and personal alarms

Security cameras were mentioned as another means to ensure safety. In the same way that

having another person nearby is a deterrent, women mentioned ensuring that their clients

saw the security camera was a key safety strategy. Three women mentioned hiding weapons

in accessible locations, and two women mentioned having a personal alarm nearby.

I listenforcdd-ball phone inquine andscreen diems that wry. I hawtuoalarm on either
side ifmybed, I hawa ueapon (harmrer} under myrmttnss. I nuke sure they can see my
TV, widJ'l.ieu1 the entry wry were they buzz in, andthen they knowthey are onCandid
Carrera andthey bebau: Survey Participant # 8

Being alert and aware of one's surroundings, using common sense, and being safety

conscious in general were mentioned by eight respondents.

Direct Communication

The ability to be honest and direct with clients about rates and services offered was

mentioned as a key way to prevent arguments and, therefore, violence.

I'ma u:ry straigpt[onmrd player. I don't negptiate myrates, I don't bustlepeople I'msure
I could nuke tons ifrmney ifI did, butI think YJU »« pmelfat a higper risk the rrore
hustle YJu use- the mire pt try and rmrupulate SOl11XJJ1e out iftheir rmney. So it's a u:ry
straigfJtfor7.Rard transaction 'IR.ith rre Back at myptrl[f5tda)s, I7.RaS taugfJt tohustle and
I[aadjar, jar mire scary etems in these circurrstanas andI'm not prepared todo that.
With tbe cammunication, ifsorrrone tne toplay fFrrB, I'mjustnot upfor that. I'm not
gJing tonegptiate uba: I'm corrfortable WdJ as far as prmiding seruas. I uill simply say
tbatI lelieie there is sorreone tetter suited to pi, hawa nice day. A nd usually that is fine
Interview 7
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I'ie gJt tothe point nou; wereJ tun': eien see a guy ifhedoeritgjw rre respea: Basically,
tbis is thesession J offer. Jfyou don't uan: it, oryou uan: som:thing cheaper, gJ soneubere
else 50uhat JfOlmd is that, ifa guy onthe phone is saying S()J11(1;hing like, "Are)OU sure J
can't toud: yott?" - andeien ifthey're beingpclite, you lenounbey're g:;ing tobepushing
your boundaries. You'tealready tdd them uhat tbedeal is andthey're not listenirI§ 50J
oon't eien baberuith them Interview 4

One of the women interviewed explained that she did not find it necessary to discuss

services offered or rates because these details were available on her web site.

You knowwat, the thing is, mydiems pretty mah understand thatjromthe get-gJ. J don't
hawtocommmioue that.. Jamquite dear- "Jfy;u hawany concerns than justask rre"
Because aheruise, I'm [ping to takethe lead J don't really hawto comrnunimte it. I'ie
neier minded beingfonmrd that J use condom: I'ie neier had anymeflinch ane;Wvwat
that More than not, J like thirIf§ tobe GrfFnlc, 50 J don't do the wcle speech up front.
Beause you knowwat, to get to rre; y;u hawtojump throug/J erzoug/J hoops in thefirst
place They know And rrn)be it'llcone up one day, butJ state quite deany in myudsiie
andthe kind 0/fJl)S that get to bemydiems are the ones wo'w demmstrated that they're
read myudsue Generally the ones that care about no protection usually ask and then J uill
say, I'msony. 50 they know Interview 9

Another woman explained the inherent danger in setting up a system where rates and

services offered are NOT clearly identified prior to the interaction:

Darw CDm5 uben unstable fJl)S WO hawdistrust andno respect for7.R.DJ11!nfeel they are
being ripped offorwen they expect som:thing else (are led to be bdieie they uillget
somthing differentfrom wat the gjn is Wiling todo wen she gets there). Example wen
gjrls charr;J! tbe upfrontfee fora nmsa~ andthen upon arriud tell the fJlJ that the rate
dcesn't irdude sex can gjw somone uuh arw issues a reason to bexne angry andudem.
Interview 6

Participants reported that escort agencies typically charge the client a fee and leave the escort

to explain that the fee does not include sex; if the client wants sexual intercourse, he has to

pay an additional fee directly to the service provider.

W1Jen you 7JJJ'fk (at an escort afFlC)} the lxxJeing gjJi is sending you anyubere because she
uams her $20 commissionfor tbe call. A ndyou can get firzai by the afF1Cj ifyou don't get
thermney. 50, out 0/$200, 40%g:x:s totheafF1Cj($80) and$20 tothe bodeirggui.
Tbere's halfyour rmney- already. A ndthen you hawtopay the dmer- now ifpt're [ping
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to ,:-,:-,:~ wid? there' lots ifcall in ':-':-':-, oranyubere up anddoun the Valley allnigjJt lorrg;
Then that's like$60, andI'm dotm to$40. A II that uark- three hours toffl $40. That's
insanity. This is ifthe gJl)l refusES totip rre But this is were the danFf!rous emironrrera
corns in- because-you hawtoFf!t the rate- the hourly rate ($200) inorder to pay ezerpxly
ubo [pt )OU tothe door. 50, you'ie gpt that rmney. N CJW)OU hawtoask the g;tyfora tip or
nvneyfor the sexual seruce Oberuise you migjJt as uell step out onlow track andnuke
the nvney andsaie yxosd]the tirre 50, at this point, nCJWP{'W asked himforextra
rmney. 77Je lxxking gi:ri has tdd himezerything's induded- you're [ping todo it uithou: a
condom, you're [ping totake it up the ass, watezer... anything tolxxk the call. Interview
2

Massage parlours are often set up in a similar way. clients typically pay an up front fee for a

massage, and additional services and rates are discussed between the client and the

provider." One of the main reasons that some businesses are structured this way reflects the

pseudo-illegal nature of the transaction. Establishments generally do not discuss details of

services provided by their staff members in order to protect the owners from allegations of

pimping or from business license violations. Individual sex providers are often expected to

negotiate the details of the transaction on a one-on-one basis.

References

Another strategy that many interview partIcIpants employed was to ask clients for a

reference. They might ask new clients to give the name and contact information of another

sex worker who could vouch for them. Some of the women explained that they don't usually

bother with references because they would rather trust their own judgment than someone

else's assessment of a potential client. Three of the women explained that there are reference

systems available in many states in the US and in Toronto which operate similarly to a dating

service. Clients enter their contact information into either a telephone-operated system or an

online system and some services conduct a criminal record check on the client. Sex workers

21 For a detailed discussion on different fee structures, see Pivot (2006) "Beyond Decriminalization."
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agree to report "bad dates" to the company so that other sex workers can consult the

database and check the rating of a potential client at any time. The service is typically free for

sex providers; clients are charged a membership fee. Three of the interview participants

mentioned that this system is much more accepted in the US than in Canada.

Tbere are senias that I use wen Trn doim in the States- referral seruas. Soifadient
uams tobe discreet, they don't hawtogiw rre the inforrrntion. They can giw it to the
seruce; ubo uillkeep itpnuueandthey uilljustgiw rre the de. .. I don't pay them the
diem doe. Omano is juststarting to use that, Vanaxaer- there are only afew girls wo do
that A nyginwo dermnds that kindofreference is gJing to he a lot ofbusiness.
Interview 7

There is a neunersion of411, uhidJ is a diem reference data base were diems sif!!l up and
they do allthe screening anddJecking out andezerything else soifthe diem's been approwi,
then their referenm dxde alit. .. The prdiem is that they don't keep the reference
inforrrntion once they dear somone They don't aaually hawthat info anyrmre SO )OU still
hawto do it The purpa;e ofit is to expedite the precess because pt can gJ on the udsite
anddJeck ifhe's ok. That's all they can say- ifhe's ok ornot, pt can't fF any details.
A nd the thing is )OUstill need refereJ1£e inforrrntion prrself Interview 9

Advertising & Rates

lvfyprios, udsiu; intuition andmystandards sawrrefromdisrespeaful abusiie rren.
Interview 6

Five of the women interviewed suggested that the way they advertise their businesses was

extremely important in ensuring their overall safety. They all credited their higher service

rates and their style of advertising for allowing them to work free from violence. The main

advertising method for the women was via individual websites. Online advertising allows

women to present themselves as they choose; it allows them to be very clear about their

expectations of clients, and about the type of session they offer. Sex workers can provide

details about their rates, pictures, rules and contact information.
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Haw)OU seen my71Ebsite? It'sprr:bWly one the ret out there, ifnot the ret A nd I do
that fora reason- it's mywryiftrnrketingfor the rif!f;t g:ntlermn I'm trnrketingfor a
g:ntlermn that appreiates that- that helooks andhesm. A gxddiem lodes at WJat )OU

scry andubat)KJUdon't scry, ulxa pi showand ubatpi don't shaw Interview 9

Control & Professionalism

You hawtomxt rre onmyterm orthere are no term at all. That's it Interview 9

Almost all of the interviewees discussed their need to control transactions with their clients.

Women explained that their experience of relative freedom from any violence while working

was largely due to the way they structured their work. By ensuring that they always remained

in control of the interaction, and by ensuring that the clients understood that the woman was

in control, they were able to construct a session the way they wanted to.

If)Ou do not comrd it, )OU should not do it A nd the internet has alloued us to turn that
pouer structure upside doun- ue'u: im.erted it Yau don't need a f!flY oranpne tohelp )OUo
You can ckiffl your OWl 'leebsite, ifyou're onit, )OU don't batetopcry anyme- )OU can do
uha:)OU wmt.. I man; you uan:to rrnkesure that they k nD7.RJ rif!f;tfrom tbe ffl gJ, that
I think you're a nice guy andpi are gping to stay that wry. Ifpi stay that wry,
ewything's fine But if)Ou eien think about getting out ifline, I'mgping to knowandI'm
gJing tostop ererythingy andI'mgJing to takemyrmney andlene Interview 5

You aLWf)5 need totakecomrd, rrnke sure the dates knowthat pt're in corurd, that
you're not stupid andthat they uon'tffl awry uuh anythirlf!; This is soimportant todo in
a subtle wryrather than offending himby being too stem.. anyferrule, sex-uorker ornot,
that allow a nun tocorurd the situation e&; comersation; plans, feelirl'if andsubtly talk
dotm toher ina condescending wry, eien sarrastically, this putsany1.RJJ1nm indarw since
this is a sneaky wryrren ascertain a uomm5ueakness in charaaer andI bdieie can lead
to rape andWJrSe ifit isn't nipped in the budimelleaually by her. Interview 6

Further, women reported that their sense of professionalism ensured that the clients treated

sex workers with the respect they deserve. They generally decline alcoholic drinks and

recreational drugs, although some of the women did report accepting one or two glasses of

wine during the date. They insist on their "donation" being dealt with immediately and
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discreetly by asking the client to have the money ready in an envelope at the start of the date.

Five of the women interviewed mentioned the word "professional" when describing the way

they conduct their business.

Interpersonal Communication Skills

Sex workers appear to be particularly skilled at molding their sessions to conform to their

own boundaries. As one agency owner reports, interpersonal communication skills are

crucial in this line of work: they assist in diffusing situations and in ensuring women's health

and safety are not compromised.

For example, 7.RE tryto teach them to neter say, "No". We don't rrean you base to do
anythirrg somxme asks ifyou, but there are other w:ry; around it. We tryto teach basic
customr seruce skills as a pretematne rreasure .. Interview 1

Demographics

It is important to be clear about the target population I sampled in this project. I specifically

sought women who were working in high-end establishments in Vancouver, or

independently in the Greater Vancouver area. The demographic data are based on 24

respondents (the others did not provide this information). This section was the final section

in a fairly long and detailed survey, so it may have suffered from some attrition. Some

participants may have preferred not to discuss information related to demographics. In spite

of the reduction in numbers, the results of this self-reported victimization survey indicate

that it is important to ensure that different groups of sex workers, not just street sex

workers, are included in research prior to enacting law reform, as these results show a very

different picture of victimization than the one usually associated with prostitution.
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The average age of the respondents in this project was 30 years. The youngest respondent

was 20 and the oldest was 45. The average number of years worked in both massage and

escorting was 3.3 years. The average number of years worked in independent venues was

slightly longer at 4.4 years. The range was smallest for massage parlours : the longest time

spent working in massage parlours was 11 Yz years. For escorting and independent work, the

longest time worked was 19 Yz years.

The respondents were asked to indicate the age and venue in which they had started to work

in the sex industry. O nly two respondents started workin g prior to the age of 18. The

majority of the respondents (56.7%, n=17) started between the ages of 19 and 24, while

16.6% (n=5) started working in the industry at age 30 or older. In terms of the type of

venue in which they first worked, 41.9% (n =13) of the respondents began in massage

parlours ; only five respond ents indicated that they started on the street (21%).

This self-selected sample differs drastically from the reported self-selected samples in other

Canadian studies - most of which focus on street sex worker populations - in terms of the

respond ents' income, race and education. Over half the respondents reported earning over

$5,000 per month, and more than $60,000 annually. Those working as independents were

most likely to earn over $10,000 monthly (21.1% of independent workers). The respondents

reported working an average of 3.87 days per week (SD =1.52).

Table 2: Monthly Income

Income Massage (n= 21) Escort (n= 18) Independent (n=19)
Less than $2,000 14.3% 22% 0%
$2,000- $5,000 33.3% 22% 36.8%
$5,000- $10,000 38.1% 33.3% 42.1%
$10,000 or more 14.3% 16.7% 21.1%
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Of the 23 women who reported their "race," the majonry were Caucasian (79.3%). The

majority of the respondents were Canadian (72.4%), most of whom were born in British

Columbia. 10 % of the sample identified as South East Asian . Aboriginal women were

unrepresented in this study.

As to levels of education, this sample of sex workers had much higher levels of educational

attainment than any other sample: 90.3% (n=31) indicated that they had some post

secondary training, while 35.5% had completed either a Bachelor's Degree (n =4), Masters

Degree (n =2) or PhD (n=5). Only 32.2% of the respondents had children.

The interview participants differed from these statistics only slightly; five of the ten were

over 30; nine of the interview participants were working as independents at the time of the

interview; two of the ten had first started in the indus try as youths; three of the women had

worked on the street at some point in their careers; seven of the women had at least some

university education; and only two of the ten were mothers. The length of time they had

worked in the industry ranged from 2 years to 20 years.

In sum, my self-selected sample comprised mainly well-educated, financially comfortable,

local, white women near the age of 30. They appear to be distingui shable from the general

population of women only by their higher than average earnings." These are so me of the

women who work in the high end, off street sex work industry in Gre ater Vancouver.

22 The average income for women in Canada according to [he 2001 census was $21,963 .
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE CONTEXT OF SEX WORK

This chapter focuses on the results of the ten interviews I conducted. It examines working

conditions in the off-street sex industry, and describes participants' recommendations for

law and social policy reforms. I have concluded this chapter with a selection of quotes that

reflect the participants' thoughts about the sex industry, and their experiences as sex

workers.

Working in the Off-Street Sex Industry

All of the interview participants reported that their main reason for participating in this

project was to explain what working in their segment of the sex industry was really like; they

wanted to combat stereotypes about women who sell sex. These women stressed their desire

for the general public and the government to understand that the experience of sex work is

not homogenous: individuals engage in sex work for many different reasons and in many

different circumstances. For most of my participants, the decision was primarily financial:

sex work can offer a very high wage without the need for specific training or education.

Some women report working in the industry because they enjoy their work, and they enjoy

providing a positive sexual experience for men.

A nd then there are the lonelypcstrrenWJo are shy, don't knowhow to seduce 7.RDm?n or
aren't my gxd in the dating departmm: And '[wen I see him, I rmkehim/eel g;xd
himel/because he's actually quite StXy A ndhe's quire skilled andI amable tofind ubai
is StXy abou; ewy one ofmy diems. Interview 9
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And ulxuabout the guyubo's gJt the cche- bottle bottomflassES, he's the g;ry ubondxdy
WiL bnesex uub... 1J.hat uould)Ou do if)Ou couldn't eten payfarsex?...1'1£ seen f!fI)5

dumpster diung andthem standing at mydoor 7.eith the rmney in their hands. Their once a
)Ulr treat - once a )Ulr sbouerfar that muter - com: inandthey are sofreaked oia it alrnst
rmlee: rre scared. .. I'ie been in bed uub rren wo are blind orquadriplegK. Clinixxl rifft
into the extended care bed .. It's totally WJrlde1id todo these kinds ifthil1ff. Interview 2

I rrean these f!fI)5 don't uan:to beseeing rre - they tsan: tobeboneWth )Ou- ifonly. .. like
this one dd guy uitb Parkinson's - hejustuisbed his Wfe ucald touch him A ndI'm
like.. a mywi It's so sadon such a deep leul.... So, I loie mst ifmydients. I can
hone;tLy say, far the mst pmt, I connea really wil uuh mydiems andthey are really suee:
Especially uith the type ifsex I offer- they really do cone to rrefar tenderness. A ndI liketo
do that heaLing hau: gxd imcmions. Interview 4

The ability to choose to work in the sex industry featured prominently in the discussion

regarding entrance. All of the participants were adamant that their decision to work in the

industry was consciously made , and all of them were indignant that people should question

their choic e.

I justuishpeople uould stop judgjng wat I do as breakingsomsbirg they think should be
sacred andfeeling sonyfargjrLs Lzke rre W1?i RESpect rre Help these that are reaLLy !xing
exploited. I'LL let you knowifI am, buthowcan I be ifI'm the bass ifmybusinss andJ1Dt

at the rmr:y ifthe streets anda muffa~ In a perfect 7.RJJtId ue'dalluish far theperfect
jwanda great inasre andtonot bate todo anything hardfar it. ButwetherI'man e;COI1

ornot, e7.I?r)Ol1E deals uub this dilermu ifdoingjobs that paygreat butaren't perfealy
enJO)tlble In mst cases, as in mine, )OUhateyou: ups anddoors, LikES anddisliee about
it. There is no perfection They didn't out-launbe rnst darlfPDus jw in the 'l.Wlid, crabbing
inA laslea, justbecause the chance; if!xing killed uere higj?er than ubatI do. .. the rren
rmk:e huge rmney and THE Y dxxsetotakethat risk based upon irformxL kn07.dedge and
it5 Ltwd! 5arre Wth OCRan wdding ormining Why is ulxaI do any uorse uhenat myelite
feud there is nex t to no case; ifdeath orudence caused by oxupation! Interview 6

The interview participants were asked to identify the "best" parts of the job . The wages were

certainly one of the best parts. One woman responded that the friendships she had built with

other women in the industry were the best part of her work. The other two most common

answers were: a) the freedom of operating as an independent; and b) the confidence or self-

esteem that can be gained through sex work.
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77Je best part is thejreedom1hau: 1 7JJJ'rk uhereier1 Wl11t, 1 can chaY'fff? sshateur I'm
COrr{0I1ab/e uub, and1baie no bess to exploit rre or abenase rmlee life diffiadt (wUh is
wat 1 experienced ineu:ry otherjob 1'7£eier had). Interview 10

Interview participants explained that the negative impact sex work can have on personal

relationships was the biggest cost of their work. Some of the women felt isolated because

they could not discuss their work with family and friends unless they were willing to be

truthful about their occupation. One of the women said that she felt she could not have a

family while she worked in the sex industry, Another doubted that she would be able to find

a partner who would accept her work. Two of the women had serious concerns about

negative long-term effects the work could have on women, and the social stigma attached to

being a sex worker. One woman said that she did not see any negatives associated with her

work.

There was a great deal of variety in styles of sex work. One woman worked independently as

a masseuse who did not offer "full service" to her clients (no sexual intercourse). Two

women worked independently on part-time schedules because they had other occupations.

Some of the women worked solely on an out-call basis, while others preferred to work out

of their residences. Three of the women explained that their dates were typically full-evening

affairs or weekend trips.

Some of the women want everything about the transaction to be open and directly stated.

Others prefer not to discuss details and just let the date unfold. These latter women were

more likely to describe their work as "companionship:" they were being paid for their time,

not for specific services. Almost all of the women said that the flexibility and the ability to

structure the work the way they wanted was one of the best parts of independent sex work.
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When it comes to their future expectations, one of the interview participants was looking to

end her career in the sex industry. Another woman was looking to end "in the near future":

she explained that the double life she was required to live was beginning to wear on her. The

other eight women had no plans for leaving the sex industry at the time of the interview.

The women explained that one of the more difficult aspects of sex work relates to leaving

the industry: Two participants suggested that transitioning out to more legitimate work

would be very difficult because they were unsure what kind of work they could do that

would match their current income. One woman who had exited a couple of times explained

that she had done so only to satisfy a partner: she always returned to sex work because she

preferred it to other work. Experiences of violence prompted one of the women to leave the

industry on at least one occasion.

Combating Stereotypes

One of the main reasons that the interview participants gave for sharing their stories was to

try to help the general public and the academic community see what their work is really like.

They all felt that there are too many misconceptions and hurtful stereotypes about women

who engage in sex work. These stereotypes include the assumed homogeneity of the work,

victimization, exploitation, and the lack of choice women are presumed to have. This section

examines these women's experience of stereotypes and the stigmatizing of sex workers.

Homogeneity of sex work

Like ewything else in the uorld; 1.RE are all differmt girls, 1.RE allhawdiffermt arcurrstarsis
- it is u:ry hard toblanket ezer;JxxIy. You just can't g:neralize Eteryme's gJtten into itfor
differmt reasons) eien in the higfJ end I rrean 1.RE don't eien consider ead: other competition,
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becauseueallbaieow' ounwry ifdoing thing; andlileeuise ueallbaie our reasors far
being here Interview 8

Some of the most important lessons to take from this research are that women engage in

off-street sex work for many different reasons, the y work in many different ways, and they

come from many different backgrounds. Two of the women began working in the sex

industry at around 30 years of age. One woman came from a "very wealthy background,"

four others said the y had very "normal" backgrounds. Two women started sex work when

they were teenagers living on the street. One woman had never worked in a "straight job"-

her experience was completely limited to th e sex industry. Nine had held other types of jobs,

four of whom were working in a "straight job" at the time of the interview in addition to

their sex work

Vic timization

The interview participants expressed their frustration with the assumption that they had

exp erienced childhood sexu al abuse, emotional trauma, or that there was simply something

"wrong with them." This stereotyping seems to be the only way people who are not involved

in the sex industry can make sense of women who choose to prostitute. One interview

participant said that she was labeled "mentally ill" by her mother: this was the only way the

mother could understand her daughter's involvement in the sex industry. Another woman

expressed her frustration with common assumptions by asking, "Am I unicorn? Do I not

exist?" The interview participant s were especially critical of "feminists."

It's so armzingthat there are people wo are like, "I amWJml?1, hear m: 1U:1r)) ubo cone
toa complete stop on this. Interview 6
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I think it is really sad wen crazy rigjJt wngfeminists - I rrean ifyxt're calling pmelfan
educated uomm, scrreone uho is free-thinking and afeminist idx: breaks througjJ nxalds .
then don't shut pmelfoffto other opinions because they are just as udid. Interview 4

Exploitation

The participants were asked how they responded to the allegation that the sex industry

exploits and harms all women. Their responses ranged from anger at the "ignorance"

underlying the allegation, to deciding to share their experiences in order to disprove the

allegation, to questioning its accuracy.

These alleguion: rmlee m: ang;y. 1 think it's incredibly arrogant for somxme to say that
they know the nature ofthe umk ofALL uomm in this industry. It's a my igporant and
offensize thing tosay. W!Jen people say thirlf§ likethat, I fad likeI'm teing treated like a
)Dung dJild'lRiJO can't rmkeher 0W1 decisions about wat todo. I think these allt'fFtions
com;frompeople 'lRiJO refuse to bdieie that there can be pcsuiu: dJirlf§ abaathe sex trade,
and don't baber considering allthe irfonrntion that is amilable Interview 10

One of the women argued that, to address the question about exploitation, we need to take

the socio-economic position of women into consideration:

I bdieie that ina uarld uub such sigpif?cant scdoeamomc urbalanas, it is oftenjinarlfial
disparity or other mLnerabilitif5 that lead WJJ11?n into this business. Ifpi tode thesefact075
awy, ifUE had ajust uarld andptcstitution still ex isted, I WJuLd eu:aptpnstiiution as
teing non-explcaatiu: and1don't think I'mg:;ing to see that inmyday. Furtbermire
?mLzke other seruce industries, the conrrcduization or udue is mstly based on cbjectification
rather than the quality ofthe senice Nowinregards to wether or not the sex trade harrrs
WJJ11?n outside the trade, I 'lRDII1d haze to ag;-ee Wth this staiernm: to the exten: that, say,
the mxleLing industry (for example) portrCl)5 unrealistic expectations ofuhat WJJ11?n should
lock like, orporn represems anunrealisticperception offerrnk sexualiiy... And eien thougfJ
I do stntgje uub the contradiaions, saying that it is explouatne is a gmeralization and
that nears I amforcing mypcsuion on tothe aberuorren around ne Interview 7

Six women identified working conditions as being the primary source of exploitation in the

sex industry. They described how the need to advertise their services results in sex workers

having to pay exorbitant rates simply because of the nature of the work Further, they
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suggested that the amount of money some agencies make from sex workers, the systems of

fines that are often imposed, and requirements by some agencies that staff offer unsafe

sexual services were all forms of exploitation.

Agency: The state of exerting power 23

All of the women who participated in the interviews insisted that they made conscious

choices to work in the sex industry. Two women stated that were it not for their financial

need, they would not choose sex work. However, six women corrunented that they work

because they want to: they did have other sources of income and still chose to continue

working as sex workers.

I hawoptions. That's allI can say. I hawa degree; I hawajob, andit's gxdextra cash. I
me: irrterestingpeople andI feel gxxi abaa m;5elf Interview 8

Another corrunon misconception is that sex workers drug themselves in order to cope with

the work. Nine of the women interviewed explicitly stated that they make a point of never

doing any kind of drug while working. Four women said that they limited their alcohol

consumption to one or two glasses of wine during the course of a date. These self-imposed

restrictions arise from the woman's desire to remain in control throughout the date.

Questions relating to how much agency these women exercise extend beyond their initial

decision to work in the sex industry; they concern sex workers' power to control sex

transactions. Women were asked how they felt about the assertion that men buy sex from

women because they want to be able to exert power over women. All the respondents were

adamant that this was not the case in their experience - if anything, the reverse is true: these

women consider sex work to empower them.

2J Source: www.wordreference.com
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It's a wy empouering thirl§ I don't really know hawtodescribe it Only sorreone WJo's
aaually done it uouldunderstand A nyme WJo thinks thermn is inpouer in these
trarsaaiors has neier WJrked - theuonen are comrdling these trarsaators. Interview 1

Many participants described their work as meeting the aspirations of many feminists: they do

what they want with their bodies, with partners they choose, and in conditions they choose.

Some of the women described themselves as the ultimate feminists.

The participants' sense of power was greatest when they felt they were in control of the

circumstances of their work. The women I interviewed all operated independently. They

were in a position to structure their work in a way that felt comfortable. The women defined

their own boundaries of comfort for physical acts. For them, sex work was not about selling

unrestricted sexual access to their bodies. Women often commented that "it's not all about

sex" or "the work is so much more than sex." Five of the women provided examples of

dates where no sex actually occurred: they were being paid for their companionship.

Stigmatization

Synonyms for the word "stigma" include shame, dishonor, and disgrace. Prostitution is often

viewed as disgraceful, shameful and dishonorable. Five women discussed issues relating to

the sense of shame attached to their work. It appears that one of the primary effects of this

stigma is to prevent women from "coming out" about their work. They did not want certain

people to know about their occupation because of the reaction it would occasion. While sex

workers may feel completely comfortable about their work, they may choose to keep it

hidden in order to avoid judgment. One woman explained that while all of her friends and

family knew about her work, she chooses not to identify herself as a sex worker" ... in the

company of people who may have the power to make my life difficult" (Interview7).
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Women suggested that there is a more negative stigma towards women who actively seek

work in the industry. When prostitution can be explained away as the result of drug

addictions, abuse or coercion, people seem to be much more accepting of the prostitute,

who they can see as a victim. Women who stand firmly behind their decisions to sell sex are

treated as anomalies and dismissed . As one participant explained:

From war 1bau:fOlmd, a lot ofpeople are confortable acaptingyou ifYJU uere a haleer
but YJU left it inYJur past. Not rmny people are confortable ifYJU are a haleer."
Interview 7

Participants 7 Recommendations about La w Refonn

One of the main goals of this project was to provide a means by which women could voice

their recommendations for law reform to the academic and legal communities. Respondents

were asked how to make the work "safer." The questionnaire concluded with an open-ended

question asking for additional comments, thereby giving respondents an opportunity to

make whatever recommendations they liked. Twenty-one of the respondents wrote

additional comments, the majority of which expressed the need for law reform and increased

education about the nature of off-street sex work In the following section, I outline the

main recommendations that emerged over the course of the interviews and in the survey

responses.

Dec riminalization

77Jis job is as leguimue as any other and should be completely le;pl. What people dxxse to
do Wih their OWl tim: andbodies is ndxdy's business unless sombcdy is being harmd.
Interview 10
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All of the individuals who participated in this project firmly opposed the criminalization of

sex work The following corrunents suggest that a double standard underlies the

criminalization of prostitution:

A t its mst[undanerualf(J)Trl, uheneier sorreone doen't understand, especially people not in
this industry- myfawurite line is tosay, Let's bade up a bit. Do)OU think there should be
a lawa/Finst a uormn being a slia? Really- is a uorrunfree to do isbatcur she uams 7.R.idJ
her ounbcdyi Forg[!t abou: the rmney fora second. Can I fP out andfuck a different guy
eu;ry day or should there be a lawa/Finst that? It rrny nat sitwl Wth )Ott, )Ot' mty haw
no respect fora "lccse" 7.RJJJn171, but really, ifI uan: togp out, chase different gU)5, fuck
different nen; fuck three g;t)5 in one nigj;t andthen gp bade to the barfor mire should there
be a lawa/Finst that? You'd be hardpressed tofindsomxme tosay)6. Then ubaicha71ff5
wen I decide dJat I uan:toask for nvney? A re )Ott trying tosay that 7.RfJJrm should be
amilableforfrre? Is that really obai )Ou're trying tosay? A 7.RJJJn1n is free tobe a slut, as
long as she dcesn't uam. toaskfor rmney. .. . It's really hard tojustify aiminalization if
prcstiuaion wen )OU stan[rom that premse... A s soon as the compensation enters the
equation it turns SQ1ry Interview 1

Generally, the respondents were not afraid of being charged with a criminal prostitution

offence: they reported that the likelihood of police intervention in their work is extremely

low or non-existent. For them, the biggest risk of working in the industry is being identified

as a sex worker and facing social consequences. However, as argued below, the quasi-legal

status of sex work in Canada does affect off-street sex workers in the following ways: it has

an important impact on the way agencies are structured; it affects how well informed

individuals are upon entering the industry, it limits sex workers' abilities to openly negotiate

the terms of transactions; and the legal status can deter individuals from turning to the police

when they are criminally victimized.

Escort agenCIes were identified as a potential source of exploitation. The interview

participants asserted that while escort agencies and massage parlours are necessary for many

individuals who are either not able to or are unwilling to run their own business, they should

be subject to employment standards and they should be structured as non-exploitatively as
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possible. However, because of the current legal regime, agencies are able to operate in ways

that are not in the best intere sts of workers. Respondents reported a system of fines for

being late or for calling in sick. Some agencies charge workers a "book on" fee whereby the

worker pays the agency for the privilege of gett ing dates. In some organizations workers are

required to pay between 40% and 60% of the hourly rate to the agency as the agency cut . In

addition, workers are expected to " tip" the phone girls, the drivers (if one is provided,

otherwise they have to drive themselves or pay for their own transportation), and the

management (if applicable). If the worke rs do not tip the phone girls, they will not get clients

referred to them.

Many of the participants understood that one of the reasons agencies require such high rates

from their workers is the high cost of operating an "adult entertainment" establishment. The

advertising fees such establishments are charged in comparison to other license fees are

exorbitant. One woman explained that fees upwards of $30,000 annually are charged for an

advertisement in the local telephone directory. Licensing fees can be extremely high, and

many establishments are charged higher than average rental fees, in part due to their

questionable legal status. Agency operators, municipal governments, advertise rs, and

landlords all reap additional profit out of the sex business because of its marginal legal status;

ironically, in the process they all appear to live partly on the avails of prostitution, a criminal

offence."

Sex work is an underground occupation. This is largely due to the social stigma attached to

the work, and the criminal and municipal prohibitions against it. The law silences sex

workers thereby reducing the amount of information available to individuals who are

24 See Pivot (2006) for mo re information on the various struc tures of agencies.
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considering entering the industry. One of the most common recommendations is to provide

access to information about how to work safely and provide training for women getting into

the business. Participants recommended that there be training to provide women with

necessary customer service and other skills unique to escort work. However, training cannot

legally occur in Canada as it may be considered procuring (s. 212), communication for the

purposes of prostitution (s. 213), or aiding or abetting someone to become a prostitute (s.

212(1) (d)). Training is important to the protection of the health and safety of escort agency

and massage parlour workers:

Well, if)Ou're /ping torun a place ubere you don't expect somxme torisk their health, gj7£
them the tcds to sboiusomone a gxd titre[oran hour. If'you're /ping tocharg: soneone
$300) andthey gJ todo the dJing; they uan:to do - "OJ no, )014can't kiss rre; pt can't
toudi rre doun there, nopi can't pel/ann oral sex onrre; no, I'm not toudJing )Our dUk
uubaa a condom onit"- the g;ty's going tobe pissed off You can't justifiably run an
estallisbnen: uhere you let gjns dJarg: $300 forsex anddon'tgj7£ tbemsone sort if
krzoWedg; ifhowtoentertain sorreone So, it eclipses nereoxupational health andsafety,
you can't just tellsorrrone, don't do this anddon't do this anddon't do this because these
uill all risk P'r bedth - uba:are)Ou going to tell them todo - just lay there? IfpI're
going tocharge top ddlar, then giu:somsme the tcdsandthe krzoWedg; they need to
entertain soneoneforan bour. Further, this training should be prouded by a ce;tifUxl publu:
health nurse but it's impcssilie toorgxmze that uhen the seruce (sex uork) is iLle;}:tI.
Interview 1

The criminal laws have a much more significant impact on the lives of street-based sex

workers. All of the women interviewed expressed concern about the safety of women who

work the street. They discussed how wrong it felt to know that while they were able to work

free from violence, other women who are doing essentially the same work are risking their

lives.

A lot ifus see it as really nasty that 'liE can do 'lRhat ue do) andI haien't heard about any
uderce .. ue could ask a cop if'liE g;t lest WJm: the Four Seasons is, andthat's fine But
tbese gjrls onthe DYES are justg;tting s/aug/Jtered I rrean; howcan that be happening?
What is going on/It's justdisgraceful A lot iftfs aauallyfeelgjiilty about that because
tse're going tothese nice hotels) being takenfor dinner, I rrean it'sSOJrEthing that is
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essertially the sarre dJing andthese gjrls are being killed, orbeat up orraped andmurred:
Interview 5

However, while off-street workers are not subject to enforcement of the criminal laws like

street workers, women who work indoors are often misinformed, unaware or confused

about the legalities of their work This confusion can result in sex workers' safety being

compromised. While s. 213 of the Criminal Code is directed towards street-based sex work,

many off-street workers believe that they are not allowed to openly discuss the terms of the

exchange either by phone or by email. This does not deter people from engaging in acts of

prostitution (which is technically not a criminal offence), it only serves to prevent people

from discussing their boundaries and services offered prior to the meeting. Similarly, some

women reported a reluctance to report incidents to police officers for fear of legal or social

repercussIons.

One woman revealed how her recent report of being harassed was turned against her when

the police became involved.

I hawreponed experiences ofharassrrem, wen harassrrmt escalated to myneigfJbors
roxlungflyeJJ (mxk adunisenems). This enoxouer imdud the RCMP's uce unit coming
andhaung a discussion mer coffee Our discussion tmdied uce effia:rs telling rre my uark
WlS illtgal andmyresponding by quoting soc 210 ofthe criminal axle The offzcers
irstruaed rre tormkeefforts to ex: it the trade uubinthe next 3 rmnths. I rmde them auare
that I 7muld lease "tshen I amgxdandready to' JJ The offzcers then rmde threats about
arrest andministry inuhemn: I tdd them they could do uhateur theyfelt they needed to
andescnted them to the door. I pnxeeded toget a fa'l.o/Y the next day in case theyfcllowxl
througfJ on their threats. The offzcers didnot COl1'E back as they said they uadd in3 mrubs,
nor WlS I arrested; nor WlS there any imdurren:from the Ministry ofChildren and
Families. Interview 7
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Legalization, Licensing and Taxes

The majority of the women interviewed balked at the idea of legalizing and licensing the

industry. Their main fear was that licensing would result in their losing their independence,

and force them into a situation where they would be pimped by the government.

Bta that iuxdd be sorrething that could harm mybusiness uub legplization. Anything
coming in 'lRDuld bateSam! restriaiors andrigjJt nounbere are none [ rrean there are sam:
dJillff [ could see uadd be reasonable, likeharring a rredical ust eu:ry couple ifrrombs, but
ifthey nude you join a union, [ uaddn': be into that My business is mybusiness. And
there are discretion issues, too. If eu:ryane knew)OU uere an esant, andthey see )OU uub a
gtry, tbeyll assurre he's a diem: [ dJink that's problenntic If it is regJil:ttion andmy real
narre is [ping tobe soneubere; [ don't uan: to giu out myreal narreforsafety. Interview 5

One of the women was in the process of applying for her escort license at the time of the

interview. None of the other eight independent women had licenses - either because they

knew that they did not need to have a license to work independently, or because they did not

want to formally associate themselves with the adult entertainment industry for fear that it

would lead to some kind of repercussion.

[ uonder ifit caddnot imdie licensing Likejustoratea safe zone were 'lR.OJ17?n could
7.R.Drk andit's not beauly regtll:tted Because [ don't see a lot if'lR.OJ17?n WO 7.R.Drk the street
being wiling toWllk ing::t a license andgiu out their real nams. Then you are suddenly in
the radar. Like, rigjJt nou; as far as I'mconcemed ndxdy knom myreal narre A sfar as
[ know So, noLuoaldn': uan: to register. Interview 8

When it came to taxation, four women said that sex workers are often unaware of the tax

implications of their work. Some sex workers are reluctant to claim income associated with

escorting or massaging for fear that identifying their occupation to the federal government

would eventually harm them financially, legally or in some occupationally-related way.

However, failure to declare income may negatively affect a person's ability to purchase real

estate or get a credit card. One of the women described the problem this way.
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I realized thatfora lot if7.RJJtrm in this business, thefaa ifreng(orfeeling) unable to
declare incom: is a seriously limitingfaaor in life. Hoiudos one get credit ora rmrtga'i!
uubou: haungprrxfifinmm:? I f!fK5S ]'1£ tak en these thi71{§ forgranted because ]'1£

alw:t)5 hada Yef}l/ar jriJ uub a decem. inanre; but it seem that relatiwyfew'lRDm?J1 in dis
business are able tolead "norrrnl"financiallim. 1'1£ also noticed that despite the relatiwy
gxdincoms this business bri71{§, a lot if7.RJJtrm are scrarrblingfor rent rmney at mmhs
end W7:ry is this? Perhaps the7.1!ryfaa that tbey cannot put their tncom: doun on paper
andthat eurything is cash based preiems 'lRDm?J1/ram eier really analyzing theirfinance;
(budgetiJ1§ etc). Interview 8

Another woman explained how it is difficult to deal with Revenue Canada because sex

workers cannot get accurate information about how to declare their income because they

cannot find out what expenses can legitimately be deducted.

Employment Standards and Occupational Health and Safety

One common suggestion was that employment standards should apply to adult

entertainment establishments. One woman suggested that the agencies should have a set of

guidelines imposed, but that these guidelines should be developed by experiential individuals.

They should include rules eliminating the system of fines and « book on" fees, ensuring clean

and safe working conditions, and creating specific health and safety guidelines to protect sex

workers. The system should include resources for sex workers, such as financial advice,

personal and career counseling, training or education opportunities, and access to medical

services. Participants suggested that advertisers should apply the same rates to all businesses

and stop imposing exorbitant rates on adult entertainment services. This would assist in

bringing operating costs down, and reduce the percentage that agencies take from the hourly

rate. "

25 See Pivot (2006) for more recomme ndations related to occupation health and safety.
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It mdees rre angry the'lmy that theag:ncUs takesomah rmney. It's a COJ11lr1Jrt complaint.
A nd I think that somums gjrls iullflip/romafFlCY to afFlCY !dingfora tetter deal,
butI rrean tbesepeople are mzking tons ofdougfJ. And uhos theperson that's gjung their
Ixxiy? It's urong... 10%- that's yrasonable! That's likeubat an agent foranathlete 1J.f)uld
charg:. Afier all, it's apromxional ag;ncy. Yeah, there's sam: Ixoking anduhateur; but
takea Ixokingfee andthen charg! apera:ntag:- that's fair. Interview 9

Occupation al health and safety was a concern for several women in both the survey and the

interview samples. Condom use during intercourse appe ars to be a non-negotiable part of

sex work in this particular segment of the industry. However , this does not extend to

condom use during other risky sexual activities like oral sex. Many women reported being

asked by a prospective client to have sex without a condom, and reported that some agencies

pressure esco rts to provide certain sexual services, such as oral sex, without a condom.

One ofthe biggest amcems for uorren WJO 7.PJJrk in the sex: industry is GFE (Girl Friend
Experience) sesstors. There are peopleWJo knowit's a health risk but it's just likepeople
WJo smlee You don't ligfJt upa ciff1retteand think it's healthyfor)ou, just lilee y», don't
protide a barel::tuk blcmjob andthink tbat it's healthyfor)ON. ButgjW1 WJat you're l::eing
compensatedfor, )Oli decide uell, therisk is gping tobe this percentage; uell...m:rj;e )Ou'll gp
uub that. Interview 1

The practices in GFE sessions vary depending on the worker." Some women offer

unprotected oral sex as a part of the experience. Others simply offer a higher level of

intimacy and activities such as cuddling and kissing.

Ewy uonun has tomzkeheroundecision about WJat sheis wiling todo andtakea
calculated risk. Ideally, ue 1J.f)ldd all takeour bealtl: seriously. .. Really, urless yx; abstain
/rom sex: ual adiuties, there is sam: risk imdud I do take sam? risk, butmuch less than
sam: others. E.g; - I per/ann oral sex: unprotected insam: situations. It is a part ofthe
GFE I offer andexpeaed as apartofGFE ina lot ofplare... If it uasn't expeaed by
mst, I 1J.f)uldn't offer it, espedally since it actually impede: myskills. Interview 7

26 See also Pivot (2006): pp.27-28.
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While there is a stereotype that clients would all prefer to have unprotected sex, one

interview participant mentioned that she had been turned down by a prospective client

because she offered unprotected oral sex. She explained that it is important to be open and

honest about the type of activities that you are willing to do so that clients can make their

own decisions.

Five of the intervie w participants stressed their opinions that "civilian" women were far

more likely to engage in risky sexual behaviour than they were.

You an: prohtbly at a greater risk toget an5m from a ciulianpKk up at a bar becu«e
far us, ifW! get an 5YD, ue're oui ifbusiness. We're done We'U' [JJt to[pback touork
uhereur; at a shoe store, andW! don't wmt to do that, tse're haungfun But ifit's a pide
up, andYJU'n: drunk andshe's neier [ping tosee YJU again, Wry uadd she tell YJU? A nd
then, you're [ping tocorn! to us andgiU' it lIS and then ue're [ping togiU' it toother dients?
That's not happenil1§ They assurre that since you're in the profESSion, )Ott migfJt be Wiling
to takethe risk. 77Jey don't think about itfrom a business sense Interview 5

Sex workers report being instructed by managers in agencies to do visual and manual checks

to ensure that clients are not infected with SID's prior to engaging in activities. As five

interviewees explained, they would refuse to have sex with anyone who exhibited any

symptoms of an SID. The women interviewed took their health very seriously and insisted

on regular medical testing. Some of the women expressed their frustration at the fact that

some clients continue to request unsafe practices:

It's not the uommthat bau: to chang: their opinion because rmny ifthem afFin, then: an:
scrre that justdon't knowanybetter - butthat's not the rmjarity ifit. 50, it's not the
iF/lorance- it's the dermnd side ifit It irfuriates rre because there's less risk to them It's
not that they're ignoram, it's that they are notfluidrecepthe 50, there's U'rJ little risk to
themandall the risk is born bytheprouder. 50, )B it's the demmd side that has the rmney
andthat uill dictate the senios andthe prim... Public irforrmtion campaigns uadd be
great because it's ultirmteLy tbedermnd side ifthe equation that has to dJang: their opinion.
Interview 1
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Access to Information about the Sex Industry

I feel there is a lot ifmisunderstanding andmisconception about this industry - an industry
that is 50 bread, a spearum that is 50 immrsd» tdde - andpeople's opinions are Largiy
jaded bycemunes ifreLirjous confines... Ofcourse there are uonen ubo are coerced into this
industry and not treated udl. But the rrore exposure that is braufPt tothe real underlying
situation in the industry, the real circurrstanos 'lie 7.RlJYk in, the reality ifthe diems 'lie see,
the rrore possibilityforenlightennrnL me thing is they don't knowit could be bater- that's
theprdiem A ndthe public mdee )OU feel that you baieto hide andtbat you are an
outcast Interview 9

Most of the women who participated in this project recommended that there be greater

access to information about the sex industry, about the different types of sex work, and the

options available to people who are considering sex work

Make it a rrore open 7.RlJYking emiromrem 50 that there are choices as OPPOJed toit's either
A orB, there's nothing in the middle. A nd'lie should be errouragjngpeople, educating
people on howtoenter the industry rather than this W)(ie "sink orswm"... You can
irrngjne all sorts ifcinunstanas that aren't likethe choice I mule (just ba:ause), I uan:
them toknowulxa they're dedding anduha: the options are... ifthey knewthey could run
a little adand7.RlJYk for tberrselus, or if they knewthat there uere txxiy rub plaas.: I
think it's likea preemptiie stnke: if)OU base the tcds torrnke the decision then pill
nuke a better deasion Interview 2

I had a cdLeag;te contact rre and'lie had this 'l.Wndetful talk and she uas like, "1.WW- ifI
had lenoun thee thi~ uben I first started out, I definitely uDuld hau: clone thi~
differently. Butndcdyknozi(!;)Ott eitherfiffl1'e it out or)Ou g!llOJt Womng!l lest because
there's no education. mat's not fair- because the public dcesn't uan: to knowabout it?
mat's justnotfair. Interview 9

Sex workers need access to information about the law, financial advice, tax implications, and

increased access to medical information. They strongly recommend that clients be given

more information about SID's and sex in general. The interview participants assigned the
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responsibility for stigmatization of sex workers to society in general. The harmful stereotypes

and condemnato ry attitudes contribute more to stigma than the act of selling sex.

I uoidd liketo be able to say, "I'maprofessional elite independent escort" and not [eel
afraid I'mgying to be arrested; ridiculed orjudwi wvngjy as "lase", "sluay" or "pathetic".
I feel proud ifm;selfidxaI'ie adneied and angry that I haw tokeep it a sere: andfeel the
sham; ifabers. I'm not asbarred - it's otherpeople's issues because if ignorance Interview
6

I don't think it has rrItKh to do uub the profession. I think the profession catches tbe end
reuli ifproblems that are already there insoaay and it's afurther expression ifinsecurity.
Interview 5

The legal and academic communities need more information about the heterogeneity of sex

work, and they need to base their laws and theories on more inclusive research.

I agreed to partuipate in the reeanh as I bdieie it is important to shed ligft about the
reality ifthe sex trade, at least from myexperience 77'Jis is usefid and any person wo's
studying it academically can't get a genuine perception ifthe busirsss uubaa people ubo
haw been g:nuinely in it Interview 7

Socio-Economic Factors

I think the bi8fFt problem is that gjrls get into this out ifdesperate arcurrstanas. Whether
it's because ifanaddiction orjust poorfinancial m:znagerrent, it's a 7.RIJ"rIj wen somone
bxoms dependent on this. Interview 8

Most of the women interviewed (8 out of 10) felt quite strongly that one of the key reasons

they have positive experiences working in the sex industry is because they are not completely

dependent on the income generated. Five of the women said that it is when women are in

difficult financial positions that they accept more risky behaviour, and it is in these

circumstances that women take chances they otherwise would not take. Two women

suggested that the sex industry is ideal for circumstances when women find themselves

suddenly in extreme financial need (widows, women who are leaving abusive husbands etc.).
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I UDuld like to say no [I uouldn': encottrag: uorren toenter this industry}, but I haw
lenoim uommindesperate situations. My bestfriend hadanabusiu: partner andfelt she
couldn't lene I didenillttrag: her because it is afast source ifmcorre: Interview 7

Another woman suggested that the current stigmatization of prostitution makes work in the

sex industry undesirable.

The hardpart about that quetion is ifthe emironmm: still exists the wry it is, then I don't
really think it's a gxd idea. Lcde at the Wt)5 in the past, the tims ubere courtesans uere
nmning the oxtmry. In these tims, ladies ifthe palace WJU1d askfor their daufiJteI'S to be
taken imo senuude because iftbe uondeifullife that WtS gJun to the courtesans, their
education, tbe only uommalloued in the library: . Yeah, so it depends on the pduical
emirrJJ1J1FJ1t. I dJink that thirli§ are dJangjng I liketo think that thirli§ are changjng I can
see a mnerreri: touards acceptance ona broader scale ifthe industry itself Interview 2

Four women perceived the political climate surrounding sex work to be changing. They

hope that people are gaining more tolerance of different forms of female sexuality and that

attitudes to sex workers are changing.

Scaeie ubere they are rmre cuxxpting ifit, likeEurope, the leulifsafety is different. It's
alrnstas thougp society males the risk because ifthe stigrrn that's attaihed: Nowthat
being said, I feel that 'liE are at a pan: ngpt 7707PJ in the deieloprren: ubere thirli§ are
starting todJange- bah in term ifdiems' Wilingness andacceptance ifcertain dJirli§.
Interview 9

Reflections on Sex Work

In this final section, I have tried to capture each of the interview participants' perspectives in

one or two quotes. For some of the women, this was very simple as they developed the same

theme throughout their interview. For those who gave more diverse opinions on sex work

and their experiences, this was quite challenging.
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I feel tbat I amina place andI uork wth people ubo bring ligpt tothis completely
misunderstood area ofsaiety - that ubid: is completely natural andcompletely norrml and
has 7.ErJ pcsuiiehealth related benefzts todifferent peoplefordifferent reasons. Interview 9

1'man entrepreneur type, so I lou: thefaa that I'm running myounbusiness... The luxury
ofthefree tine; the rroney, being able touork out ofmyhouse, being able tobau: the extra
tirre tofocus on rny company... A ndgiung a nun anOl'"fFSm is gxdenergy. Just sharing
that, being admiredfor anhour; and giung sorreone that arrourn ofpleasure- it has boosted
myselfesteem to leuls I neier thougjJt tuxdd be pcssible Interview 4

Sa in that wty, JOU can be jOltrSeLf To sam: ex tent, there is a diemforeu:r;bxiy. Doing
wat )Ott uan: to do, the 7.my)Ott uan:to, I think that is afeminist ideal. A ndthe bcdy
aoxptance thing is notwl kncm.n at all. I think it's a cal thi71fy but strange, that 1.RIJJ1W

in the nut explouatiu: industry canfeel better andbetter about tberrselus. I feel sex iernow
thaneter before A ndffC)5 likejifie! Nem torre- haung a big ass is gxd?! Yau mryeien
uan: to f!flin a little ueigjJd Sa it is afeminis t thing.. ifjOu uan: sam: ofthis, )Ott better
treat rre udl. A ndthe serious selfesteem boost - I rrean people pay $300 anhour to be
Wth rre That's a lot ofpcsitiie reirforcerrmt that I must be ok. Interview 5

I struggje wdJ finding the rigjJt uordforwat I do. Ilf27£Yally think ofrrT)5elfas an esom;
orapnstiuae The reason it5hard tofind the rigjJt uord is because all the popular uords
only really ?tIer totheexd1a~ ofsex forrmney, butmyuork is so mud: mire than that
Interview 10

I don't base all these fiory thing; tosay abaa escorting It's notalW1)5 fora gxx:i titre, but
I rmde it that 7.my. Interview 3

One thing I baie noticed since being in this business is that haungrren payformycompany
and/or bcdy can be my empooering at tims - especially wen the dients are intelligent,
sUCrEsfi,d andattmaiu: It seem tocarry 0Y!r into my regular lift, in that I feel much mire

corfiden: andattruane around therren inmylife .. ina gxd wry. Interview 8

[AJ hUg? part ofwere I'm corningfivm .. [isJ the rigpt fora 7.WJ1Un todo idxaaershe
uarus WdJher bcdy. Nooneshould tell rre oboI can andcannotfuck. That's as bad as
saying I don't bate the rigj1t tobe on birth comrd. Interview 1

It nukes rre struggje Wth myounfeminist ueus andliung mxlestly in corumdiaion of
them.. 1'Y! built sam: really anuzingfriendships [and] I base sam: really strong rapports
uub sorre ofmydients wid? nukes rre stmfie 7.ErJ mud: uuh my otm pduical
beliefs... There are serious mgatiY!psyhdagjcal irnpaas that can happen and pt really
baie to urestle WdJ that Interview 7
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1 like totieiolsex WJrk} as the hifiJest fonnoffeminism 1say it like' abduiomsts are axle
blcxkers andsex uoree» are the ma-metlers. Not the academic terrrs, butit's so
deoiptne My experience is ubai nulees that. 1see rren at their mst 'Uflnerable 1hear
their mst tmirmte thirlf} - that they uouldn': tell anyme else.. It'sabout the heart.
Interview 2

This job can either bring yJU doun anddestroy you orempouer yJtt andgj7Eyou strenfJh
andintellig;nce It can build irzcredlble cbaraaer ifdone correaly; butifexploited by lack of
structure andkmWedge it can destroy-yxc I amanEliteEscm' refined, educated, rnuure;
7.RfJr!dly, and7..EiY attraane inside OHt. Interview 6
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

Chapter Five summa rizes the key findings of the research and considers their similarities to

and differences from other studies of victimization in the sex industry in Canada. I will

discuss specific recommendations for law and social policy reform, and describe limitations

of the study.

Situating the Findings in the Literature

In considering research on victimization, I focus on recent research conducted in British

Columbia by Pivot Legal Society (2006), Benoit & Millar (2001), Lowman & Fraser (1996)

and O er-Cunningham & Christensen (2001). I will also compare the findings to Sanders'

(2005) study of off-street prostitution in England that examines similar issues.

Experiences of Victimization

The term "victimization" has been used through out this project as it allows for the

consideration of various forms of harm - theft and client refusals to payor use condoms 

which might not necessarily be included as "violence." In the interviews, off-street

independent workers identified two additional forms of victimization: online review boards

and harassment by neighbors. While none of these other forms of victimization involve

interpersonal violence, they have more impact on the work of these off-street sex workers.

In stark contrast to street sex workers (Oer-Cunningham & Christensen (2001); Currie et aI.,

1996; Lowman & Fraser, 1996) the majority (63%) of the women who participated in this
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project had not experienced any violence while working in the sex industry, a finding that

dramatically contradicts the radical feminist assertion that violence is inherent to

prostitution. If they were victimized, my respondents were more likely to experience other

forms of victimization, such as theft by co-workers, or clients refusing to use condoms or

pay for services. Needless to say, masseuses were more likely to be theft victims than escorts

and independents because they operate in a workplace with other staff. Pivot (2006) similarly

concluded that other forms of victimization, such as harassment and client refusal to wear

condoms, were major concerns for sex workers (p.23). Street-based sex workers are equally

as affected by the other forms of victimization: Oer-Cunningham & Christensen (2001)

reported that harassment and client refusals to wear condoms were two of the most

common forms of victimization for street- based sex workers.

The independent workers in this study reported the lowest rates of victimization. Escorts

faced the highest rate of violence (29.2% had experienced threats), and were the most likely

group of sex workers to face serious violence such as physical assault, sexual assault, or

kidnapping/confinement (See Table 7, Appendix D). These findings are not generalizable to

the entire industry, however, as they are based on a small sample of participants. The

participants in Pivot's (2006) report indicated that the uncertainty of attending at an

unknown location for a date, which is how escorts usually meet their clients, was a major

source of danger for off-street sex workers (p. 23).

Clients were the mam source of victimization for escorts and independents, although a

rmnonty of respondents had eur experienced such VICtl1111Zatlon (See Tables 7 & 8,

Appendix D). Violence perpetrated by significant others (husbands, boyfriends) and police
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was reported less frequently: approximately 12% of the respondents indicated that they

experienced violence at the hands of a significant other or the police.

Women reported that some agencies promote the idea that independent sex work is unsafe.

Indeed, 72% of the respondents perceived independent work to be the most dangerous

form of off-street prostitution. However, this perception was not supported by rates of

violence reported by independent workers as compared to escort agency and massage

parlour workers. Instead, independent workers were the least likely to experience any form

of victimization. Benoit & Millar (2001) similarly concluded that independent workers were,

" ... in the best relative position to determine their own cost of labour, net earnings, pace of

work, clientele and the sex activities performed while working" (p. iv). Pivot (2006)

confirmed that a main reason many escorts worked for agencies was to take advantage of the

security offered by agencies (p.24).

Often it is difficult to compare rates of violence reported in different surveys. The

definitions of violence vary, and the data generated may not be readily comparable. For

example, Benoit & Millar (2001) report simply that, "Almost all of those interviewed for this

study said that they had been exposed to dangerous working conditions on at least one

occasion" (p.51). They do not report frequencies, nor do they ask specific questions about

violence as such: their survey addresses unsafe WlYking conditions. Further, they do not

differentiate between the rates reported by street workers and off-street workers.

Lowman & Fraser (1996) report their findings in two different ways: the researchers asked

the participants to indicate how many "bad dates" they would likely have out of a hundred

dates and then they asked the participants if they had ever experienced certain types of
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violence. Lowman & Fraser report that street workers experience more serious violence, and

more frequent violence than off-street workers.

Sanders reports that 68% of her sample had never experienced violence while working in

off-street sex work. Unfortunately, she provides no definition of violence, so it is not clear if

her study yields data that can be directly compared to mine.

In addition to the definitional differences, the projects differed in sampling method:

Lowman & Fraser's sample of off-street experiences was collected from women working on

the street. Benoit & Millar partnered with a street outreach agency to employ former or

current sex workers as research assistants. There were four different geographic areas

represented in the four studies: Lowman & Fraser's study focused on Vancouver; Benoit &

Millar were based in Victoria, BC; Sanders' research project was conducted in England and

my research included women from Greater Vancouver.

The following chart compares the findings between Lowman & Fraser's (1996) report on

off-street rates in Vancouver and the findings in this project. I have included only the types

of violence that are found in both projects. I did not include the reported violence from co-

workers as Lowman & Fraser's project did not include co-workers as a source of violence.

Table 3: Comparison of Victimization Rates: Off-Street Venues

Type of victimization O'Doherty (2007) Lowman & Fraser (1996)
(Lowman's terminology in N=39 N=22
brackets)
Threats (intimidation) Up to 29% 40.5%
Threats with weapon (had/use Up to 16.6% Up to 13.6%
knife or gun)
Physical assault (beating) Up to 25% 13.6%
Sexual Assault Up to 12.5% 9.1% Unwanted acts: 18.2%
Kidnapping/confinement Up to 20.8% 4.5%
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'--_ --'_ _ ---LL I_U--"-p_to_ 3_4_.7_% 1_9_._1o_yo _I Theft (robbery)

Direct comparison between the two surveys is challenging because of the differences in

terminology. For example, I asked women if they had experienced theft, while Lowman &

Fraser (1996) asked their resp ondents if they had ever experienced robbery. These are two

very different acts. Theft was defined as, "having money, jewelry or other items stolen from

you. " Robbery typically involves a personal exchange involving violence or threats of

violence ." Similarly, I asked women about "physical assault" and included the example s of

"being hit, kicked or held down" in the definition. Lowman & Fraser used the term,

" beating." One might not include an act such as being held down, or pushed, in the category

of "beating", but one might include the act under my definition of "physical assault."

It is difficult to generalize about violenc e in the sex industry because of the aforementioned

methodological differences between proj ects. Nevertheless, two clear trends emerged from

the data , definitional issues notwithstanding. First, the overall rates of violence for this

project, Lowman & Fraser's (1996) project and Sanders' (2005) English report are

remarkably cons istent in certain respects. Specifically, 63% (O 'Doherty), 60% (Lowma n &

Fraser) and 68% (Sanders) of the participants had reier experienced violence while working

in off-street prostitution. The similarity in the statistics is striking considering these

differences. The three projects question the assertion that selling sex necessarily involves

violenc e.

Second , my finding that independent sex workers may face the least amo unt of violence and

escorts may face the most replicates the findings of Benoit & Millar (2001), Lewis, Maticka

Tyndale, Shaver & Schramm (2005), and Ku o (2002). The assertion that women must work

27 S. 343 of the CriminalCode outlines the details of robbery.
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for an agency in order to stay safe in sex work is not suppo rted by the empiri cal data: women

are safer when they are able to st ructure their working environments and deal directly with

potential clients.

The findings from my research challenge the view that prostitution is inherently violent .

\XIhile certain sectors of street- based prostitution are extraordinarily violent, other

prostitution venues are very different. The following table compares the victimization rates

to the G er-Cunningham & Christensen (2001) study on street level pros titution. I chose the

G er-Cunningham & Christensen report as it used very similar language for the types of

victimization and the study included a total of 183 female street-based sex workers.

Table 4: Comparison by Venue

Type of victimization O'Doherty (2007) Cler-Cunningham
& Christensen

N =39 (2001)
N=183

Venue Massage Escort Independent Street
Th reats 28% 29.2% 15.4% 70.5%
Threats with weapon 13% 16.7% 7.7% 44.5%
Physical assault 17.4% 25% 15.4% 51.2%
Sexual Assault 13% 12.5% 11.5% 45.8%
Kidnapping/ confinement 8.7% 20% 7.7% 41.2%
Theft (robbery) 54.2% 25% 12% 53.7%
Refuse condom 28% 37.5% 25.9% 82.9%

Victimization occurs at different rates for off-street workers and street sex workers. Within

off-street sex work, the type of venue, stru cture of work, a sex worker's degree of

independ ence and control over the services she provides all influence her susceptibility to

violence. However, this data demonstrates that it is entirely possible for women to work in

prostitution witho ut ever experiencing violence.
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The respondents reported that women often face high levels of exploitation in the off-street

sex industry. The quasi-criminal status of prostitution in Canada directly contributes to the

financial exploitation of sex workers by enabling agencies, landlords, and advertisers to

operate in a mostly unregulated way. Respondents allege that landlords and advertisers

charge high rates of agencies because the adult entertainment agencies are reluctant to draw

attention to themselves by complaining to the authorities. In tum, workers are affected as

they are often required to pay the agency up to 60% of their hourly earnings. While

decriminalization would likely not alter the capitalist structure of agencies, it would allow sex

workers recourse to Employment Standards without fearing legal repercussions for self

identifying themselves as sex workers. Currently, sex workers cannot resolve conflicts with

employers via the Employment Standards Act without taking significant personal risks.

Some agencies in Vancouver strive to create non-exploitative working situations and work to

increase the level of education for sex workers around issues of health and safety. Similarly,

Pivot (2006) found that there were agencies in Vancouver who created, "positive working

environments" for their staff (p.24). Unfortunately, this may not be the common

experience, and those agencies which do attempt to eliminate such practices as condom-free

oral sex appear to face a drop in clientele for refusing to sacrifice the health of their workers

(Interview 1).

Disagreements between sex workers and clients arise due to miscommunication about prices

and services. This finding is corroborated by the Pivot (2006) evidence that prices and

services to be performed (including the use of condoms) were the main sources of

disagreements between sex workers and clients across each of the venues (street level,

escortmg, massage parlous and independent workers). Respondents report that some
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agencies mislead clients about the activities that a sex worker is willing to provide. Similarly,

clients may be led to believe that the initial agency fee includes sexual activities when it is

only an "introduction" fee. Sex workers are left in the vulnerable position of having to

correct the misinformation about the prices and services offered." Sex workers may be

forced to walk a precarious line urging the client to purchase additional services and agree to

"tip" the sex worker in addition to paying the agency fee. If women and agencies could

comm unicate the details of a transaction prior to the meetin g, both the sex worker and the

client would have a clear understanding of the services to be provided and the rate to be

paid. The safety of sex workers is directly co mpromised by criminal laws which prevent

women from openly communicating their boundaries and expectations prior to an exchange

of sex for money.

Reporting Practices

Only 15% of the participants had ever reported incidents of violence to anyone. Of these

seven respondents, three had reported violence to police. Th e respondents were more likely

to report violen ce to a friend. Benoit & Millar (2001) similarly reported that police were not

a source of suppo rt for sex workers who experienced violence while working. Surprisingly,

women who had never experienced violence said that they would tum to the police without

hesitation. There appears to be a significant difference between hypothetically contacting

police in the event of victimization, and the consequences of self-identification as a sex

provider if a woman does actually contact the police. Pivot (2006) concluded that the

potential for charges related to the bawdy house provisions of the Criminal Code was a

major deterrent for those sex workers who work out of massage parlours (p.27).

28 See Pivot (2006) for more information on agency fee structures: pp .29-31.
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LO'Wl11an and Fraser's (1996) findings reveal a different trend among street workers: "The

more serious the bad date and the more bad dates a person experiences, the more likely they

are to tell someone about it." They found that women who worked on the Downtown

Eastside were more likely to report violence to police than women who worked on the so

called "High Track" in Vancouver (the Richards-Seymour stroll). Their statistics reveal that

33.3 % of the women who work in the most dangerous stroll in Vancouver - the Downtown

Eastside - indicated that they always report violence. Currie et a1. (1995) reponed that 49%

of their respondents turned to police in the event of a violent incident.

My participants indicated that the social consequences of being identified as a sex worker are

a significant barrier to reponing victimization. Many of the respondents were uncertain

about whether there would be legal ramifications if they reveal to police the type of work

they do. Sanders (2005) also found that being identified as a sex worker was the most serious

concern for her participants.

Violence Prevention

The off-street commercial sex workers who participated in my research take violence

prevention seriously. The main strategies that women employ to prevent violence are to

screen their clients, to use their intuition, and to make sure that they plan ahead and prepare

an escape plan should a problem with a client arise. The prevention strategies identified by

the participants in this study are reponed in all of the related research (Albert, 2001;

Bruckert et aI., 2003, Jeffrey & MacDonald, 2006; Kuo, 2002; Lewis et aI., 2005; Lowman &

Fraser, 1996; Pivot, 2006; Sanders, 2005; Whittacker & Han, 1996).
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Lowman & Fraser (1996) suggested that one of the reasons for the difference in violence

rates between stre et and off-street sex workers is that off-street clients usually have to

identify themselves, or leave traces of their identity, when they make a contract to purchase

sexual services. They conclude that:

The structure of the escort trade is such that the clients often have to identify
themselves in the course of conducting business, because they contact the
esco rt agency from a hotel at which they are staying, and may use a credit
card to pay for the date. Leaving evidence of their identity makes their
committing offences against prostitutes much less likely.

One of the main reasons women in this project choose to work for agencIes is the

assumption that they will be safer, because the agency is aware of the identi ty of clients and

the location of the date . This finding is corroborated by Pivot's (2006) conclusion that third

party knowledge of the location of the date and name of the client lessened the risk of

victimization for sex workers (p.24) . Independent workers emphasized that adequate

screening of clients and confirming their identities are essential for violence prevention.

Lowman & Fraser (1996) identified women 's individual CIrcumstances as a key factor

affecting violence rates. The most eco no mically marginalized women, especially those with a

substance addiction, are the most vulnerable. They suggest that women who are"hurting for

a fix" are less likely to refuse a client and more likely to enter into risky situations. At least

half of the women who participated in the interview segment of this project drew the same

conclusion : financial desperation creates greater risk for sex workers who , as a result, are less

likely to listen to their intuition and more likely to accept unsafe clients and risky behaviours.
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Demographics

Because of their different sampling methods, the Benoit & Millar (2001), Lowman & Fraser

(1996) and my samples represent different, albeit overlapping populations of sex workers in

BC The Benoit & Millar sample included many individuals with experience both on and off

the street. They suggest that paying a $40 honorarium meant that their sample over

represented the more "economically marginalized" individuals. Lowman and Fraser's sample

all had street experience. While I did not ask respondents if they had ever worked the street,

only 16% of the participants in my project began their work in the sex industry via the street.

There was a high degree of cross-over between indoor venues: nearly 40% of the

respondents had worked in all three indoor venues.

Table 9 shows the differences in age, income, education and aboriginal representation in the

three samples. The differences in average age and in age of entry appear to be attributable to

the proportion of street sex workers in each sample: the greater the percentage of street

workers, the lower the age. The most extreme differences were in income and level of

education. The income level of the participants in my study was far greater than that of the

other studies. Similarly, the level of education reported by the participants in my study was

substantially higher, with 35% of the respondents indicating that they had completed either a

bachelor's degree or a graduate degree.

The other distinct difference in the three samples is their racial composition. 15% of Benoit

and Millar's respondents identified themselves as aboriginal. Lowman & Fraser's sample

contained a similar proportion of aboriginals and Metis. No one self-identified as aboriginal

in my study. The demographic differences indicate that there is a clear racial difference

between street- based and off-street sex work.
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Table 5: Demographic Comparison of Off-Street Workers in BC

O'Doherty Benoit & Millar Lowman & Fraser

Average age of 30 32 24
respondents
Average age of 23 18 16
entry into the sex
indus tty
Average annual Near $60,000 $15,000- $18,000 Not reported
income
Aboriginal! Metis ° 15% 18%
representa tion
Percentage of 90.3% 39% had completed No data .
workers with post- high-school.
secondary
education

The income level for the participants in this study was almost triple the average income for

women in Canada in 2001: according to the Canadian census, the average income for women

that year was $21,963. The census indicates that the percentage of women with at least a

university degree in Canada was 30% in 2001; 35% of my respondents reported that they

had completed at least a university degree.

The demographic results from my study indicate that very different socio-economic

conditions exist for women in different parts of the off-street sex industry. The statistics are

even more striking when they are compared against research with street-based sex workers .

Currie et al. (1995) reported that nearly 70% of their respondents were Aboriginal. Only 9 %

of their sample had completed high-school.

Currie et al. (1995) reported that 64% of their respondents were from other provinces or

countries than BC, Canada . In contrast, 71% of the respondents in my sample were born in

Be. While 73% of Currie et al. participants started working the sex industry prior to their
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18th birthday, only 16% of the participants in my sample had started working in the industry

as youths.

Recommendations

Lowman & Fraser (1996) and Benoit & Millar (2001) make a series of recommendations

based on their research, including: educating the public about the reality of sex worker's

lives; decriminalizing sex work in order to improve working conditions; increasing sensitivity

training for criminal justice personnel; and increasing support and resources for women in

the areas of housing, health, education, and finances.

Reckart (2005) suggests harm-reduction strategies to increase the safety of sex workers. I-Ie

argues that the harms associated with prostitution (drug use, disease, violence and

exploitation) should be addressed on several fronts. He urges governments to create

programs relating to health, physical safety, human rights, and employment rights in a way

that empowers sex workers. He admonishes governments for the crirninalization of

prostitution and suggests that criminal status creates the environment in which violence

against sex workers flourishes.

Criminalization leads to violence; police harassment; increased HIV and 511
risk; reduced access to services; psychological disease; drug use; poor self
esteem; loss of family and friends; work-related mortality; and restrictions on
travel, employment, housing and parenting. (p. 2124)

Reckart suggests that sex workers need to be able to more easily access medical and social

programs. Also, he suggests that those programs need to be made more sensitive to sex

worker needs, hence his recommending that sex workers be involved in program creation

and delivery.
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The participants' in my study recommended similar strategies. Their focus was similarly on

society: the one common reason they gave for participating in this project was their desire to

share their experience of sex work so that the general public, academic and political

communities could begin to set aside traditional stereotypes of prostitution and sex workers.

Each participant was emphatic that generalization of experiences across the industry is

misleading. Based on the advice of the participants, I recommend two immediate strategies

to increase the safety for sex workers: a) explore the use of a computerized reference system;

and b) provide training for those considering working in the sex industry. In addition to

these two strategies, we need to address two structural issues: 1) clarify the legal status of

prostitution; and 2) create more resources and opportunities for sex workers and women in

general. These issues are described in more detail below.

Reference/ Check-in system

Some participants have recommended that we create a computerized reference system,

operated by an independent non-governmental and non-profit organization. They suggest

that the system could be used by both clients and providers; it could operate to do both

background checks on potential clients, and provide a check-in service to independent sex

workers. This check-in service could be either online or phone- based and could provide

women an alert system where they could enter information about the time they expect to be

finished and the location of the date. If the women do not check in at the prescribed time,

then an alert could be sent to police services. Information on the client and the sex worker

could then be released to police - but any identity information must be securely kept and not

accessible by the public or the government. Such systems are currently in use in some states
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in the US and in Ontario. Further research into the use and effectiveness of these systems is

needed to determine how practical they are.

T raining for Work in the Sex Industry

Women need information about how to work safely in the sex industry because information

is crucial to preventing violence. Women need to be able to make educated decisions about

the type of work they are willing to do, the risks associated with different kinds of service,

the laws related to their work, and its tax implications. The participants in the Pivot (2006)

report similarly conclude that further education regarding health and hygiene is needed

(p.22). Sex workers need opportunities for training in such things as proper use of condoms,

different sexual arousal techniques, and other skills related to the work29 They should be

encouraged to communicate with each other and derive support from one another. They

need practical tips on how to set up independent businesses and how to advertise. They

need to be able to take workshops on investing, accounting, fraud, computer skills and all

the other areas that are important to any small business. They also need to know how

different agencies operate, and they need to know the benefits and drawbacks of working for

an agency. Similarly, clients need information about the legal status of prostitution, and

about the health risks associated with various sexual activities. Clients could use tips on

proper etiquette and expectations of sex workers for their dates.

29 See Sorfleet (2005) for an example of material developed by sex workers, for sex workers, regarding rights,
work venues, safety tips and other information.
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Clarity about the Legal Status of Prostitution

Women need to be able to tum to police in the event of a violent incident without fearing

legal repercussion. While the interview participants mostly suggested that they would not

hesitate to contact police, those who participated in the questionnaire survey were not as

willing. Also there is discrepancy between the responses of women who had actually

experienced violence, and the hypothetical responses of women who had not experienced

violence. The reluctance to tum to police is the result of a system that pits sex workers

against police.

The participants described Canadian prostitution law as "hypocritical" and "discriminatory."

They identified the criminalization of prostitution-related activities, such as procuring and

living on the avails, as key reasons for the current exploitative structure of many Vancouver

escort agencies. The quasi-legal status of sex work enables third parties - including owners

of agencies, advertising companies, and municipal cities - to profit from prostitution. Sex

workers need clarity about the legal status of their work. As Lowman (2005) writes, "All

three levels of government need to decide where, and under what circumstances sex workers

can meet their customers and conduct their business" (p.10).

Resources and Opportunities

One of the most important factors in preventing violence against female sex workers relates

to poverty. Sex workers report that when they find themselves in financially desperate

situations, they take more risks. It is this financial circumstance, more than which venue the

woman is working in, how old she is, or whether or not she has a university degree, which
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may be a far more accurate determinant of who IS likely to expenence violence while

working in the sex industry.

Directions for Future Research

More research into the off-street sector would be beneficial to determine how reflective my

data is of this population of sex workers. However, more research is not needed to

determine whether the existing legal regulations harm women involved in prostitution. This

conclusion has already been reached by numerous research projects and the 2006

Subcommittee on Solicitation Laws. Certainly, more research should be conducted prior to

any enactment of laws targeted at legalizing the industry but this research must include sex

workers from the various venues. Sex workers should be given the opportunity to conduct

research, to assist with law reform and to develop workplace safety standards.

Limitations ofthe Study

The purpose of this study was to expose the different experiences of women who work in

the off-street sex trade. The sample is self-selected, and purposive: it was specifically geared

to high-end workers, and included 39 survey respondents and 10 interview participants.

There will undoubtedly be an element of volunteer bias as those who feel strongly about

such things as decriminalization or dispelling myths would have been more likely to

participate.

The survey was self-administered and the data are self-reported. Self-reported data relies on

individual memories and can be inaccurate. The primary limitation of this project is that I

use a non-probabilistic sampling method: we have no idea how representative this data is of
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the general population of sex workers in Canada. However, for the purpose of showing that

sex work is not one homogenous experience, these limitations do not significantly impact

the stated goals of the project.

Conclusions

In this research I sought to find out how much violence and other kinds of victimization

occur in various kinds of off-street sex work. The findings indicate that it is possible for

women to work safely in the sex industry and that, contralY to radical feminist assertions,

violence is not inherent to prostitution. If women are able to sell sex off-street without

experiencing violence, then we must look to conditions unique to the street to determine

why street-based sex workers face such high levels of violence. Perhaps, as Lowman (2000)

suggests in his discussion of the "discourse of disposal," society's treatment of street level

sex workers as disposable nuisances has contributed to the high rates of violence.

There is no evidence to support the assertion that all men who buy sex are violent to sex

workers; indeed such men likely form the minority of sex purchasers (Lowman & Atchison,

2006). It should be no surprise that misogynistic men tum to the women who work the

streets of Vancouver to abuse them. Street sex workers forced to work in isolation with little

or no protection from police are ideal prey for violent men. Instead of doing our best to

protect these vulnerable members of our society, we have enacted laws such as the

communication provision that further marginalize and expose them to harm:

The Criminal Code reinforces stigma associated with prostitution and pushes
sex workers to the margins of society. It dehumanizes sex workers by taking
away their fundamental rights to equal benefit and protection of the law,
reinforcing the attitude that sex workers "deserve what they get" when they
are violently abused or murdered and making it more difficult for them to
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seek the protective services of the police. (Canadian I-IIV/ AIDS Legal
Network, 2007, p.6)

If these women were able to have the full protection of police, perhaps predators would be

less inclined to commit violence against sex workers.

Radical feminists define prostitution as violence against women; no actual "violence" needs

to take place. In this regard, my findings are irrelevant, because prostitution is "violence" by

definition. This is much like saying that because some husbands are violent, all marriage is

violent, in which case marriage is violence against women. However, if we restrict "violence"

to the legal and dictionary definitions of that term, data from Canadian, English and

American studies suggest that the rates of violence for off-street sex workers are lower than

the rates experienced by street- based sex workers. Indeed, for the majority of off-street sex

workers in my sample, prostitution has not been an experience of violence.

The act of selling sex does not necessarily cause sex workers to experience violence, and we

need to stop basing policy on the idea that a causal link has been established. It is

exploitative working structures and the quasi-legal status of prostitution that severely

compromise sex workers' safety. Therefore, much of the responsibility for the current levels

of violence and harm experienced by sex workers in Canada must be attributed to Canada's

prostitution laws.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Criminal Code Sections

Bawdy-houses

210. (1) Every one who keeps a corrunon bawdy-house is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years.

(2) Every one who

(a) is an inmate of a corrunon bawdy-house,

(b) is found, without lawful excuse, in a corrunon bawdy-house, or

(c) as owner, landlord , lessor, tenant, occupier, agent or otherwise having charge or control of any
place, knowingly permits the place or any pan thereof to be let or used for the purposes of a
corrunon bawdy-house,

is guilty of an offence punishable on surruna ry co nviction.

RS., c. C 34, s. 193.

Transponing person to bawdy-house

211. Every one who knowingly takes, transports , directs, or offers to take, transport or direct, any
other person to a corrunon bawdy-house is guilty of an offence punishable on summary conviction.

RS., c. C34, s. 194.

Procuring

212. (1) Every one who

(a) procures, attempts to procure or solicits a person to have illicit sexual intercourse with another
person, whether in or out of Canada,

(b) inveigles or entices a person who is not a prostitute to a corrunon bawdy-house for the purpose
of illicit sexual intercours e or prostitution ,
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(c) knowingly conceals a person in a co mmon bawdy-house,

(d) procures or attempts to procure a person to become, whether in or out of Canada, a prostitute,

(e) p rocures or attempts to procure a person to leave the usual place of abode of that person in
Canada, if th at place is no t a common bawdy-house, with intent that the person rnay become an
inmate or frequenter of a common bawdy-ho use, whether in or out of Canada,

(f) on the arrival of a person in Canada, directs or causes that person to be directed or takes o r causes
that person to be taken, to a common bawdy-house,

(g) procures a person to ente r or leave Canada, for the purp ose of pros titution,

(h) fo r the purposes of gain, exercises control, direction or influence over th e moveme nts of a pe rson
in such manner as to show that he is aiding, abett ing or co mpelling that person to engage in or carry
on pros titution with any person or generally,

(i) applies or adminis ters to a person or causes th at person to take any drug, intoxicating liquor,
mat ter or thing with intent to stupe fy or ove rpower that person in order thereby to enab le any
person to have illicit sexual intercourse with that pers on, or

0) lives wholly or in pan on the avails of prostituti on of anothe r pe rson,

is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years .

Living on the avails of prostitution of person under eighteen

(2) D espite paragraph (1)0), every person who lives wholly or in part on the avails of pros titu tion of
anothe r person who is under the age of eighteen years is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to
imp risonme nt for a te rm not exceeding fourtee n years and to a minimum punis hment of
imprisonment for a term of two years.

Aggravated offence in relation to living on the avails of prostitution of a person under the age of
eighteen years

(2. 1) Notwithstanding paragraph (1)0) and subse ction (2), every person who lives who lly or in part
on the avails of prostitution of another person under the age of eighteen years, and who

(a) fo r the purposes of profit, aids, abets, counse ls or compels the pe rson under th at age to engage in
o r carry on pros titu tion with any person or generally, and

(b) uses, threatens to use or attempts to use violence, intimidation or coercion in relation to the
person under that age,

is guilty of an indictab le offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding Io urtee n years
but not less th an five years .

Presumptio n
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(3) Ev idence that a person lives with or is habitually in the company of a prostitute or lives in a
commo n bawdy-house is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, proof that the person lives on
the avails of prostitution, for the purposes of paragraph (1)0) and subsections (2) and (2.1).

Offence - prostitution of person under eighteen

(4) Every person who, in any place, obtains fo r consideration, or communicates with anyone for the
purpose of obtaining for consideration, the sexual services of a person who is under the age of
eighteen years is guilty of an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
five years and to a minimum punishment of imprisonment for a term of six months.

(5) [Repealed, 1999, c. 5, s. 8]

RS ., 1985, c. G 46, s. 212; RS., 1985, c. 19 (3rd Supp.) , s. 9; 1997, c. 16, s. 2; 1999, c. 5, s. 8; 2005, c.
32, s. 10.1.

Offence in Relation to Prostitution

213. (1) Every person who in a public place or in any place open to public view

(a) stops or attempts to stop any motor vehicle,

(b) impedes the free flow of pedestrian or vehicular traffic or ingress to or egress from premises
adjacent to that place, or

(c) sto ps or attempts to stop any person or in any manner commurucates or attempts to
communicate with any person

for the purpose of engaging in prostituti on or of obtaining the sexual services of a prostitute is guilty
of an offence punishable on summa ry conviction .

Definition of "public place"

(2) In this section, "public place" includes any place to which the public have access as of right or by
invitation , express or implied, and any motor vehicle located in a public place or in any place open to
pu blic view.

RS., 1985, c. G46, s. 213; R S., 1985, c. 51 (Ist Supp.), s. 1.
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Appendix B: Violence in the Workplace Questionnaire

A questionnaire about women's experiences of violence while working in the off
street sex industry.

Tamara O'Doherty

This questionnaire is focused on experiences of violence in the workplace. I ask some
personal questions about your experiences to gain a better understanding of:

• How often violence is experienced by women working in the off-street sex industry;

• Who perpetrates the violence;

• What type of violence is experienced;

• In which location of work women are most likely to experience violence (massage/
body rub parlours, escorting or independent work);

• And what violence-prevention strategies women use.

The questionnaire should take approximately 20 minutes to complete. Participation is
entirely voluntary. If you feel that certain questions are too personal, or ill any way
objectionable, feel free to skip certain item'; or terminate the questionnaire.

Anonymity is guaranteed. Please do not include any information in your answers that could
be used to identify you.

If you have any questions or concerns about the questionnaire, please contact Tamara
O'Doherty at tco@sfu.ca. If you have any complaints about the research that I am unable to
resolve, please contact Professor R. Gordon at 604.291.4305.

The information gathered will be used to complete the thesis requirement of my Master's
degree in the Criminology Department at SFU. Also, I may 115e it for academic articles and
other publications, and distribute the data to other researchers. Copies of the final results
will be available early in 2006.

Ultimately, it is hoped that this research will contribute to law reform and expose women's
experiences and voices to the academic and legal communities.

Please keep this page and submit the rest of the completed questionnaire in the envelop
provided.

Thank you for your participation.
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EXPERIENCES OF VIOLENCE

7he first part if tbe questionnaire is designed tofind out aboui the safety if7.WJ1'Pn wrk ing in three different clJ-street
sex uork W1Jlf5: a) In-call (nussafJ! and !xxiy rub parlours); b) Out-call [escort awzcie;), and c) independent
(wrk ing independently out of)Our OWl bare, rented apartrrem; or attending hotel rGO/11i, residenos etc). If )Ou
baien't uaked in a particular umue, pleaseskip that section Pleasedo not indudeany experienas fromother tenue
(eg. Street uork). Subsequent questions ask abaa yxo:expenenas if uderce, ifany, induding, physical assaidt;
sexual assault; threats ofham~ ronfirnrerrt, k idnappiYl§ theft etc

In- call Sex Workers (massage/body tub parlour)

1. a) Have you ever wo rked in a massage or bod y nib parlour in a commercial building?
o Yes (please arsuer tbeJdlauing questions)
o No (pleaseskip toquestion# 2)

b) How long have you wo rked in a massage or bod y rub parlour? (PlMse indicate the
nurrber ify:ars orrrtmibs in total )OU baseWJrk ed in this kind if'l.Emfe)

c) How concerned are you about safety (being free from violence) while wo rking in a
massage/ or body nib parlour? (Please tide themst appropriate box)

Very concerned A little concerned Not at all concerned
(It's always on m y mind) (I'm aware but not really (I don't even think about

worried) it)

The remaining questions in this section ask about specific types of violence, who perpetrates the
violence, and how many incidents have occurred when you were working in a massage or body rub
parlour. Please indicate if you have experienced the form of violence by the perpetrator listed and
how many incidents you have experienced.

d) Uttering Threats: Threatening to cause you physical harm if you don't do what is
asked.

In-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers
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e) Threatening with a weapon: Threatening to cause you physical harm while
holding a weapon (knife, gun or so me other weapon).

In-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers

f) Physical Assault: For example being hit, kicked, or held down.

In-call N ever Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers

g) Sexual Assault: Physically forced to do something sexually that you were not
prepared to do.

In-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers

h) Kidnapping/confinement: Physically restrained and not allowed to leave when
you wanted to .

In-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client

Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers
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i) Theft: having money, jewelry or other items stolen.

In-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers

j) Has a client eve r refused to use a condom with you while you were working in a
massage or body rub parlour?

o Yes- How many times? _

o No

k) Has a client ever refused to pay you while you were working in a massage or body
rub parlour?

o Yes- How many times? _

o No

1) On what grounds would you refuse to provide services for a client?

m) Have you experienced a form of violence while working in a massage or body rub
parlour that is not listed here? If yes, please describe the incident(s) and the
perpetratons).
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Out-call Sex Workers (escort agencies)

2. a) Have you ever worked as an esco rt (outcall working for an agency and traveling to
the client's hotel room/homel apartment)?

D Yes (pleasearsuertbejdJooing questions)
D No (pleaseskip to question # 3)

b) How long have you worked as an escort? (Please indicate the nurrber ifyms ormrubs
in total you hate uorked as an escort)

c) How concerned are you about safety (being free fro m violence) while working as
an esco rt? (Please tick the rnst appropriate 1XJX)

Vel)' concerned A little concerned Not at all concerned
(It's always on my mind) (I'm aware but not really (I don't even think about it)

worried)

77Je fdlolRing series if questions asks about specific types if iiderce, ubo perpetrates the uderxe, and haw rrnny
mddems haw oxurred uhtle you 'l.Wtked as an escart. Please indicate if)Ott haw expenerad the fonnifuderce by the
perpetrator listed and hawrrnny incidents )OUhaw expenerad:

d) Uttering Threats: Threatening to cause you physical harm if you don 't do what is
asked.

Out-call Never O nce Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
Urnes

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager
Co-workers
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e) Threatening with a weapon: Threatening to cause you physical harm while
holding a weapon (knife, gun or some other weapon).

Out-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
tunes

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossimmager
Co-workers

f) Physical Assault: For example being hit, kicked, or held down.

Out-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
tunes

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi mana ger

Co-workers

g) Sexual Assault: Physically forced to do something sexually that you were not
prepared to do.

Out-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
tunes

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossimanager
Co-workers

h) Kidnapping/ confinement: Physically restrained and not allowed to leave when
yo u wanted to.

Out-call Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
tunes

Client
Police Officer
Significant other
Bossi manager

Co-workers

i) Theft: having money, jewelry or other items stolen.

Out-call I Never
'--- - - ---

I Once I Twice
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times

Client

Police O fficer

Significant other

Bossi mana ger

Co-wo rkers

j) Has a client ever refused to use a condom with you while you were working as an
escort?

o Yes- H ow many times? _

o No

k) Has a client ever refused to pay you while you were working as an escort?

o Yes- How many times? _

o No

I) On what grounds would you refuse to provide services to a client?

m) Have you experienced a form of violence while working as an escort that is not
listed here? If yes, please describe the incident(s) and the perpetrator(s).
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Independent Sex Workers

3. a) Have you ever worked as an independent (meeting clients through ads, bars,
regulars etc. but NOT including street experiences)?

o Yes (please arsuer the fdloWng qUf5tions)
o No (please skip toquestion # 4)

b) How long have you worked as an independent? (Please indicate the taal morber if
:teaJS ormmthspI bau: 'I.R.lJrk ed as an independent)

c) How concerned are you about safety (being free from violence) while working as
an independent? (Please tid? the J1'Ujt appropriate box)

Very concerned A little concerned Not at aU concerned
(It's always on my mind) (I'm aware but not really (I don't even think about it)

worried)

The fdlouirrr, series if questiore asks about specific types if uderce, 7.Rho perpetrates the udexe, andhow rrnny
incidents baie caurred: Please indicate if you hau: expenenad the farm if uderxe by the perpetrator listed and how
rrnny incidents )Ott bne expenerad 7ihile 7.Wrkirrr, as anirdeperdem.

d) Uttering Threats: Threatening to cause you physical harm if you don't do what is
asked.

Independent Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client

Significant
Other
Police Officer

e) Threatening with a weapon: Threatening to cause you physical harm while
holding a weapon (knife, gun or some other weapon).

Independent Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Client

Significant
Other
Police Officer
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f) Physical Assault:For example bein g hit, kicked, or held down.

Independent N ever Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Oient
Significant
Other
Police Officer

g) Sexual Assault: Physically forced to do something sexually that you were not
prepared to do .

Independent Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
umes

Oient
Significant
Other
Police Officer

h) Kidnapping/ confinement: Physically restrained and not allowed to leave when
you wanted to.

Independent Never Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
times

Oient
Significant
Other
Police Officer

i) Theft: having money, jewelry or other items stolen.

Independent Ne ver Once Twice 3 times 4 times 5 or more
nmes

Oient
Significant
Other
Police Officer
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j) Has a client ever refused to use a condom with you while you were working as an
independent?

o Yes- How lTh'1ny times? _

o No

k) Has a client ever refused to pay you while you were working as an independent?
o Yes- How many times? _

o No

1) On what grounds would you refuse to provide services to a client?

m) Have you experienced a form of violence while working as an independent that is
not listed here? If yes, please describe the incident(s) and the perpetrator(s).
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All Sex Workers

4. Please describe the most serious incident of violence that you have experienced while
working in the sex industry.

5. In what kind of off-street sex work situation do you think women face THE MOST
violence? (Please tick one)

o Massage/ body tub parlour
o Escort
o Independent (through ads, bars, regulars, etc)

6. Why do you think women face the most violence in that particular venue?

REPORTING PRACTICES
This section is designed to find out about how often women report violent incidents, to
whom they report the incidents and what happened with the report.

7. Have you ever reported an incident of violence to anyone?
o Yes (please answer questions (a)-(g))
o No (please skip to question (h))
o I have never experienced violence while working

If YES, you have reported at least one incident of violence:

a) How many times have you reported incidents of violence?

b) Who did you report the incidents to (police, agency owner, friend, etc.)?
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c) In which venue(s) were you working when you reported the incident(s) (in-call,
out-call, independent, etc)?

d) H ow many times have you reported an incident to the police?

e) If you ever reported an incident to the police, were you satisfied with the police
response(s) to your complaint? (Please briefly describe the police response(s).)

~ If you ever reported an incident to your manager/ bossl agency, were you satisfied
with the respon se? (Please briefly describe the response(s).)

h) If NO, you did not rep ort the incident(s), why not?
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VIOLENCE PREVENTION
77)15 sectionfocuses an'lfhat strategies uommemploy topn:u:rrt iiderce WJile 'l.WYk ing

8. What do you do to ens ure th at you are safe from vio lence when you are on the job?

9. Do you carry any form of person al protection like mace or a weapon while wo rking?
(Please tide )e5 ornoforeath ienue you haw uorked in If)Ott hau:n't uorked in the umue, please leau: tbe
cdunm blank.)

Massage/ body rub Escort Independent
parlour

Yes
No

10. Have any of the places that you have wo rked for provided so meone to protect you (e.g.,
a sec urity guard, doorman or d river) in case there is trouble? (Please tick )e5 or no for ead: 1.EnUe

JOlt haw uorked in If)Ott baien't uorked in the ienue; please leau: the cdurm blank.)

Massage/ body rub Escort Independent
parlour

Yes
No

11. Is there so me kind of surve illance (e.g. came ras) at any of th e venues yo u have worked
fo r? (Please tide )e5 orno for eadi tenue JOlt haw uorked in If)Ou baum't uorked in the tenue; please
lene the cdurm blank.)

Massage/ body rub Escort Independent
parlour

Yes
No
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12. Is there a way for you to get help if you needed it? If yes, please describe. (Ifpt haurit
WJrked in tbe ienue, please leuethe cdurm blank.)

Massage/ body rub Escort Independent
parlour

13. Did you receive any training on how to handle things if a client gets violent? (please tide
)5 or no for ead: W1Jte pt bau: uoreed in Ifpt haun't WJrked in the tenue; please leate the cdurm
blank.)

Massage/ body rub Escort Independent
parlour

Yes
No

14. What would make you feel safer while working:

a) In a massage/ body rub parlour?

b) As an escort

c) As an independent?
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PERSONAL INFORMATION
This inforrrntion is !xing cdleaedfarstatistical purpcses.

15. How old were you when you started working in the sex industry?

16. In what venue did you stan working in the sex industry?
o Massage/ body nib parlour
o Escort
o Independent
o Street
o Exotic dancing
o Other: -----------

17. Over the past year, how many days a week on average do you work?

18. Do you currently have another occupation besides sex work? If yes, please specify.
o No
DYes,-------------

19. Please list other jobs that you have held in your lifetime.

20. Over the past year, what is your average monthly take home income from your work
in the sex industry? (Please tick the most appropriate box)

Less $1000- $2000- $4000- $5000- More than
than $2000 $3000 $5000 $10,000 $10,000
$1000

Massage/ body
rub parlour

Escort

Independent

21. In what year were you born?
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22 . What is your marital status?
o Married/ common-law
o Single
o Widowed
o Separated/divorced
o Other

23. Do you have any children?
o No
DYes

25. What country were you born in?

26. If you were born in Canada, in what province were you born?

27. How would you classify your "race" (or would you)?

o White
o African American
o African
o South East Asian
o Indo Asian
o Aboriginal North American
o Inter-racial
o Other (please specify) --c,----;------;------

o I do not identify with racial categories

28. What is your highest level of education?
o High school
o Some college/ university
o Some trade/ technical/ vocational school
o Diploma or certificate
o University Degree
o Masters (inc. LLB or JD)
o PhD.
o Other (please specify) _

29. Do you have any additional comments?
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Appendix C: Interview Schedule

Why did you agree to participate in this research?

How do you describe what you do? Are there any terms that would offend you?

What are you most concerned about while working?

What do you think are the biggest costs of working as a sex worker? What's the best part?

How do you respond to the allegations that the sex industry exploits and harms all women?

How concerned are you about the legal status of your work?

Tell me about the women you know who work in the industry- do you know of any women
who have "pimps"? What about drug use? Is this a full time job for most women or do
many have other jobs?

Tell me about your first job in the industry...

Does your family know about your work? What about partners/boyfriends?

Have you ever reported an incident of violence? To whom? What were the results?

How do you prevent violence while working in this industry? What kind of safety strategies
do you employ?

How do you think the industry should be regulated?

What should we be most concerned about in relation to the sex industry? Minors? Pimping?
Drug use? Violence? SID's? Trafficking?

Would you encourage women to work in the sex industry?
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Appendix D: Victimization Statistics (Table Fonn)

Table 6: Victimization Rates for Masseuses

Threats Never At lea st Once T otalN Missing
diems 80% (n =20) 20% n=5 25 0
Police Officers 84% (n =21) 16% n=4 25 0
Significant Others 82.6% n = 19 17.3% (n=4) 23 2
Boss 92% (n =23) 8% (n =2) 25 0
Co-workers 72% (n =18) 28% n =7 25 0
Threats with Violence
diems 95.7% n =22 4.3% n=l 23 2
Police O fficers 100% n =23 0% 23 2
Significant Others 87% (n =20) 13% n=3 23 2
Boss 100% n=23 0% 23 2
Co-workers 95.7% n =22 4.3% n=l 23 2
Physical Assault
diems 82.6% n=1 9 17.4% (n=4) 23 2
Police Officers 95.7% n=22 4.3% n=l 23 2
Significant Others 87% (n =20) 13% n=3 23 2
Boss 100% n =23 0% 23 2
Co-workers 95.7% 11 =22 4.3% (n = l) 23 2
Sexual Ass a ult
diems 91.3% n=21 8.7% n =2 23 2
Police Officers 95.7% n=22 4.3% (n = l 23 2
Significant Others 87% (n =20) 13% n =3 23 2
Boss 95.7% n =22 4.3% 11=1 23 2
Co-workers 100% (n =22 0% 22 3
Kidnapping
diems 95.7% n=22 4.3% n =l 23 2
Police Officers 91.3% n =21 8.7% n =2 23 2
Significant Others 91.3% n =2 1 8.7% n=2 23 2
Boss 100% (n =23 0% 23 2
Co-workers 95.7% n=22 4.3% n =l 23 2
Theft
diems 65.2% n =15 34.8% 11 =8 23 2
Police Officers 86.4% n=1 9 13.6% 11=3 22 3
Significant Others 86.4% n=1 9 13.6% n =3 22 3
Boss 95.5% n=21 4.5% n=l 22 3
Co-workers 45.8% n =l l 54.2% n =13) 24 1
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Table 7: Victimization Rates for Escorts

Form of Never At least Once TotalN Missing
Victimization
Threats
Oients 70.8 % (n=17) 29.2% (n=7) 26 0
Police Officers 95.7 % (n=22) 4.3% (n=1) 23 3
Significant Others 91.7% (n =22) 8.3% (n=2) 24 2
Bos s 82.6% (n=19) 17.4% (n=4) 23 3
Co-workers 87.5% (n=21) 12.5% (n=3) 24 2
Threats with Weapons
Clients 83.3% (n=20) 16.7% (n=4) 24 2
Police Officers 95.8% (n=23) 4.2% (n-el) 24 2
Significant Others 96% (n=24) 4% (n=1) 25 1
Boss 91.7% (n=22) 8.3% (n=2) 24 2
Co-wo rkers 91.7 % (n=22) 8.3% (n=2) 24 2
Physical Assault
Clients 75% (n=18) 25% (n=6) 24 2
Police Officers 91 .7% (n=22) 8.3% (n=2) 24 2
Significant Others 84% (n=21) 16% (n=4) 25 1
Boss 87.5% (n =21) 12.5% (n=3) 24 2
Co-workers 100% (n=23) 0% 23 3
Sexual Assault
Clients 87.5% (n =21) 12.5% (n=3) 24 2
Police Officers 95.8 % (n=23) 4.2% (n=1) 24 2
Signific ant Others 95.8% (n=23) 4.2% (n=1) 24 2
Boss 91.7 % (n=22) 8.4% (n=2) 24 2
Co-workers 95.8 % (n=23) 4.2% (n=1) 24 2
Kidnapping
Oien ts 79.2% (n=19) 20.8% (n=5) 24 2
Police Officers 91.7% (n=22) 8.3% (n=2) 24 2
Significant Others 87.5% (n=21) 12.5% (n=3) 24 2
Boss 87.5% (n=21) 12.5% (n=3) 24 2
Co-workers 100% (n=24) 0% 24 2
Theft
Oients 75% (n=18) 25% (n=6) 24 2
Police Officers 95.2% (n=20) 4.8% (n=l) 21 5
Significant Others 90.5% (n=19) 9.5% (n=2) 21 5
Boss 95% (n=19) 5% (n=1) 20 6
Co-wo rkers 90.5 % (n=19) 9.5% (n=2 21 5
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Table 8: Victimization Rates for Independents

Threats Never At least Once TotalN Missing
Oients 84.6% n =22 15.4% (n=4) 26 2
Police Officers 87.5% (n=21 12.5% (n=3) 24 4
Significant Others 95.8% n =23 4.2% n=l) 24 4
Threatening with weapons
Oients 92.3% n=24) 7.7% n=2) 26 2
Police Officers 92.3% n=24 7.7% n=2) 26 2
Significant Others 100% n =26 0% 26 2
Physical Assault
Oients 88.5% n =23 11.5% (n =3) 26 2
Police Officers 84.6% n=22 15.4% (n=4) 26 2
Significant Others 96.2% 25) 3.8% n=l) 26 2
Sexual Assault
Oients 88.5% n=23 11.5% (n=3) 26 2
Police Officers 92.3% n=24 8% (n=2) 26 2
Significant Others 100% (n=26 0% 26 2
Kidnapping
Oients 92.3% n =24 7.7% n=2) 26 2
Police Officers 92.3% n=24 7.7% n=2) 26 2
Significant Others 96.2% n=25 3.8% n=l) 26 2
Theft
Oients 88.5% (n=23) 11.5% (n=3) 26 2
Police Officers 88% (n=22) 12% (n=3) 25 3
Significant Others 96% (n=24) 4% (n=l) 25 3

Table 9: Client Refusals

Refuse to use a Condom Massage Escott Independent
Yes 28% (n=7) 37.5% (n=9) 25.9% (n=7)
No 72% (n=18) 62.5% (n=15) 74.1% (n=20)
Total 25 24 27
Missing 0 2 1

Refuse to pay Massage Escort Independent
Yes 24% (n=6) 33.3% (n=8) 22.2% (n =6)
No 76% (n=19) 66.7% (n=16) 77.8 % (n=21)
Total 25 24 27
Missing 0 2 1
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